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Village of Slocan takes strategic approach to old mill site
by Barbara Curry Mulcahy
Now that the $1.5 million sale
of the former mill site to the Village
of Slocan has closed, the Village has
started preparing the way for long-term
redevelopment of the property. At
Slocan’s November 9 council meeting,
details from in camera meetings held
October 13 and 19 were made public.
On October 13, council passed
a resolution to advise the Minister of
Environment and Climate Change
Strategy that the Village wishes to opt
out of administering the provincial
contaminated sites site profile system.
Mayor Jessica Lunn emphasized that
opting out does not reduce the Village’s
responsibilities. The Village will still be
obliged under the Contaminated Sites
Regulation to follow all regulations for
remediation and restoration. Lunn said
that opting out “allows the Village to
take a strategic approach… Areas of
the site are less contaminated or not
contaminated.” Without opting out, the
whole site is “frozen” until every part is
remediated. Opting out will allow the
Village to take actions on cleaner areas
of the site without being held up by the
remediation of the contaminated areas.
Mayor Lunn said that the Village
acted quickly as there was “a short
window to move on this.” Regulations
are changing and the opt-out option for
local governments will be eliminated on
February 1, 2021. Forty-three other local
governments in BC have already opted
out of the site profile system.
On October 19, council met with its
environmental consultant and directed

staff to take three actions: to work with
the consultant to draft a subdivision
plan where non-contaminated areas
and contaminated areas of the mill
site would be in separate parcels; to
investigate ways to rezone the property
so that future development would not
be restricted; and to procure a survey
estimate for the mill site, based on the
proposed subdivision plan provided
by the environmental consultant. The
estimate will be considered during 2021
budget deliberations.
The mill site is currently zoned
‘mill industrial.’ The Village’s Official

Community Plan bylaw calls for the land
to be redeveloped for non-industrial use.
The goal is to ultimately designate the
land as a ‘special development zone.’
This would allow future redevelopment
to include a combination of residential,
park, and possible limited commercial
and/ or non-industrial land uses. A
public planning process and rezoning
application would be required prior
to designating the site a special
development zone.
In the meantime, council plans
to rezone the northern portion of the
site as ‘parks’ to accommodate future

waterfront development within the
foreshore and riparian areas.
Staff were directed to prepare an
amendment to the zoning and Official
Community Plan bylaws. CAO Michelle
Gordon said this amendment would
remove the site’s designation as a mill
zone and would “start the rezoning
process.” The northern portion would
be rezoned as ‘parks.’ The bulk of
the mill site would be designated as a
‘special waterfront development area.’
CAO Gordon said the new designation
“will not have any use attached to it.”
After the public planning process, it

will be determined how the land can
be developed. Council agreed to waive
subdivision and rezone fees for these
changes.
Council scheduled a special meeting
on Thursday, November 19 at 4 pm
to consider these amendments. CAO
Gordon said a lot more information
on the amendments and future plans
will be made available at the meeting.
During public participation at the
November 9 council meeting, Mayor
Lunn invited people interested in the
mill site redevelopment to attend this
special meeting.

John Drebet is presented with his 75th year service pin for Branch 20, Royal Canadian legion by Harvey Truax, President. Mr, Drebet, 94, was born at Summit lake. He is the oldest remaining WW II Veteran in Nakusp.
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Mail-in votes make little difference to BC election results
by Jan McMurray
The mail-in votes have been
counted, and the final count for
BC’s 2020 election was announced
November 8. The end result was
much the same as announced on
election night.
The record number of mail-in
ballots – approximately 595,000,
according to Elections BC – made
only one major difference, in the West
Vancouver - Sea to Sky riding. On
election night, the seat was declared
Green but in the final count, it went
Liberal by 41 votes. The race was so
close that there will be an automatic
judicial recount. The final count in

West Vancouver - Sea to Sky tallied
9,216 votes for the Liberals and
9,175 votes for the Greens, with the
NDP candidate trailing behind with
6,174 votes.
It was close in Nelson-Creston on
election night, but in the final count,
the NDP’s Brittny Anderson pulled
ahead with 1,685 more votes than
the Green Party’s Nicole Charlwood.
Anderson garnered 7,296 votes
(41.78%) and Charlwood received
5,611 (32.13%). Liberal candidate
Tanya Finley came third with 4,171
votes (23.89%). Terry Tiessen,
Libertarian Party candidate got 384
votes (2.20%). There were 17,462

votes cast in Nelson-Creston out of
29,389 registered voters – a turnout
of 59%. Provincially, voter turnout
was 54%.
In Kootenay West, NDP incumbent
Katrine Conroy’s landslide win got
even bigger in the final count. She
garnered 61.15% of the vote (10,822
votes). Trailing way behind was the
Green Party’s Andrew Duncan with
3,040 votes (17.18%). Corbin Kelly,
Liberal, got 1,975 votes (11.16%) and
Glen Byle, Conservative candidate,
received 1,447 votes (8.18%). The

two independent candidates were
Ed Varney with 224 votes (1.24%)
and Fletcher Quince with 189 votes
(1.07%). Voter turnout was slightly
less than the provincial average in
Kootenay West this election at 53%
(provincial average was 54%) – with
17,697 votes cast out of 33,192
registered voters.
In the 2020 BC election, John
Horgan and the BC NDP handily
won their majority with 57 members
elected and 47.70% of the popular
vote. The BC Liberal Party currently

has 28 seats (33.77% of the popular
vote) and the Green Party two seats
(15.08% of the popular vote), but
that could change depending on the
judicial recount in the West Vancouver
- Sea to Sky riding. The Libertarian
Party received 8,360 votes (0.44%)
province-wide, and all others (BC
Vision, Christian Heritage Party
of BC, Communist Party of BC,
Conservative, Rural BC Party, Wexit
BC, independent candidates and
candidates with no ballot affiliation)
received 56,592 votes or 3%.

by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
The Arrow Lakes Caribou Society
(ALCS) has been given the green light to
proceed with its project to build a birthing
pen for an endangered local caribou herd.
“The Province has decided to
conditionally support the project,” says
ALCS head Hugh Watt. “To gain full
support we have a few criteria to satisfy
– including completing our full project
plan, First Nations consultation, and pen
construction in order to get Wildlife Act
permits to operate.”
The project will see about nine
females taken from the near-extinct
Nakusp herd of the Central Selkirk
sub-population. They’ll be captured
next spring, taken to the enclosure on
a bench above the Nakusp hot springs,
and kept safe there to give birth and raise
their young.
Watt says the Province will pay for
some of the construction costs, and will
support the project with staff time and
expertise. The provincial endorsement
will also help with grant writing for the
effort, which is expected to cost up to
$300,000 a year to operate.

“We hope that support increases
over time as we get started on the
project and results can be seen,” says
Watt. “I think we are developing a good
working relationship with government
and others.”
A crew is now working on getting the
pen built before winter sets in, and Watt
says it is about 75% complete. ALCS is
also now applying for operational grants

to pay for operating the pen starting next
spring.
The first caribou will be captured in
late March or early April of 2021 subject
to good conditions, Watt says. They’ll
give birth and will reside in the pen until
mid-July, when they will be released.
The project was launched after a
well-attended community meeting about
the herd in 2019.

Nakusp caribou pen gets provisional go-ahead from Province

Arrow Lakes Caribou Society volunteers are building a caribou maternity pen on the bench
above Hot Springs Road.
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Public consulted as 100% renewable energy plan enters next phase
by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
Residents of the West Kootenay
have had their chance to weigh
in on plans to make their local
governments a lot greener in the
coming decades.
The West Kootenay EcoSociety
has concluded a series of virtual
workshops, looking for public
input on their ‘100% Renewable
Energy Plan.’
Started two years ago, the plan
now has nine local governments
in the West Kootenay committed
to producing net-zero greenhouse
gases (GHG) by 2050.
The WKES has done extensive
consultations and workshops with
civic leaders, whom it identified
as key to reaching climate change
targets.
“Our local governments have a
critical role to play in moving local
communities toward renewable
energy,” the WKES report says.
“Local governments shape
daily behaviour with policy and
infrastructure, and elected leaders
make decisions in the interest of
diverse constituencies.”
The consultant leading the
project says there’s good reason
for citizens to engage in the drive
to eliminate fossil fuels from our
lives, including benefits to physical
health and mental well-being –
not to mention benefits to their
local environment and community

economic resiliency to climate
change.
“The more we can accelerate
our transition to 100% renewable
energy, the safer our communities
will be in the long term,” coordinator David Reid told one
workshop. The transition to
renewable energy would also
mean local jobs to implement the
changes, and millions of dollars
remaining in the community,
instead of being spent on gasoline
and other fossil fuels annually.
The WKES plan looks at four
areas local governments have some
control over – transportation, which
includes public transit and ‘active’
transportation like hiking and
biking; the buildings people live
and work in; reducing greenhouse
gases coming from landfills; and
how energy is generated.
The WKES calls them the ‘Big
Moves,’ and sets out policy and
actions local governments can take
to encourage community reduction
of greenhouse gases.
They’re also the easiest for
communities to act upon, giving
encouragement and a sense of
progress as the years go by.
“Ultimately, yes, there are a
number of things that are costly
and time consuming and expensive
to do, and I think of those things
as the fruit at the top of the tree,”
says Reid. “We need to get to
work quickly on picking up the

fruit that’s on the ground, and
picking that low-hanging fruit,
while thinking about the ladders
we need to build to get to the fruit
at the top.”
The greenhouse gas savings
will be slow at first; but as changes
are made – the biggest being the
introduction of electric cars – the
savings will increase dramatically.
But organizers admit even if
all these areas met their targets to
remove greenhouse gases, none
of the communities will actually
hit the 100% renewable goal. Big
items to cut local GHG production,
like the introduction of all-electric
commercial vans and trucks, are
both out of the jurisdiction of
local governments, and depend on
as yet undeveloped technological
advancements.
Concerns about affordability
But the workshops also heard
concerns from some participants.
“I don’t think the plan speaks
to the real dynamics that are in our
communities, the large inequity
gaps,” said Lilly Yumagulova, a
planner in Slocan. “…transferring
to electrical vehicles is very
possible, but it’s only possible to
a very few.
“When are these people going
to be able to afford an electric
vehicle?” she continued. “That’s
a long way away… we have to
realistically look at the inequity
gaps that are in our communities,

and where we are at, and without
that, this [plan] has very little
meaning in our communities.”
She asked the planners to look
at the reality on the ground and the
kind of challenges real people face.
Reid said the plan has in its
core the need to make the changes
“as equitable and inclusive as
possible.”
“You bring up some good
points,” he said. “It is really
challenging… it’s not going to be
painless to make these changes,
and as you point out, the people
who are well off have an advantage
– if you can afford a new car,
you can afford the subsidy to
buy an electric car. If you can’t
afford a new car, you can’t access
that subsidy. The same is true of
building retrofits.
“So how do we create policies
and actions that help everyone,
especially people who have less
economic resources? We want
to make sure those people aren’t
further disadvantaged by a bunch
of systems that are intended to help
the whole community.”
Project concluding
Meeting the 100% renewable
target is something that local
municipalities will have to tackle
on their own as they move forward
without the help of the EcoSociety.
WKES conceived, designed, and
built engagement for the idea, but
its role ends when the funding for

the project runs out in December.
“We’ll be presenting our plan
back to local government, with
tweaks and customizations we
heard from community members,
then it’ll be up to them to adopt
the plan and take the steps to move
forward,” says Reid.
Planning for that transition
is now underway, with local
governments talking about how
to cooperate and collaborate and
share work on how to meet the
goals.
Reid says he’s confident those
governments be able to run with
the ball.
“The response we have had
from local governments is ‘this
is great, this is what we needed
to start taking the next steps to
renewable energy,’” he says. “It’s
not always that governments know
how they’re going to do it, or
where they’re going to get their
resources to do it, but I think
their commitment is 100% there,
because local politicians see the
value of taking those steps, to have
more efficient lives, saving money,
being healthier. The benefits are
clear – besides avoiding the
catastrophe of climate change.”
The public meetings ended
this week. If you missed the
workshops, visit the West Kootenay
EcoSociety’s webpage to read the
report and take part in a survey
about the plan.
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OPINION

Let’s give BC a
green recovery

Coming out of the election,
we’re heading into a historical NDP
majority government. The BC NDP
ran on a platform to prioritize public
services and the environment first.
John Horgan promised to expand
and improve our provincial parks
– to create new campgrounds and
trails, increase funding to improve
infrastructure and safeguard nature
across BC. Delivering on these
promises will have a real impact for
those who want to be able to take
the children in their lives to parks,
creating memories around campfires
and lakes.
Last summer, BC’s parks were
overwhelmed by the huge demand
for people to get outside. The
government rolled out the day-pass
program to alleviate some of the
pressure on parks and added a few
more temporary staff positions to
help repair some of the overused
areas. As MLAs get ready to return
to the legislature, I hope that the
memories of our parks bursting at the
seams this past summer will be fresh
as they prepare next year’s priorities.
I’m already counting down the
days to when I can head to my local
parks in next summer’s sun-filled
days. I hope that Premier Horgan
won’t leave nature behind as he
prepares for his next years to come.
Let’s give BC a green recovery that
prioritizes nature. And while we
are at it, Stop Logging Old Growth
Forests!!!
Denise Dufault
Slocan

Re: Rob
Morrison’s
‘Message from
your MP’

I just received a campaign flyer
from my MP, Rob Morrison. I
have some concerns about the

content. There is a certain luxury
to being in opposition in that you
don’t have to have demonstrated
your performance in the situation
for which you are being critical.
The endorsement from other party
members intended to add credibility
to the content.
In his new shadow cabinet
position for national security,
Mr. Morrison has not seriously
acknowledged the role of climate
change. In his book Climate Wars,
author Gwyn Dyer points out how
climate change has helped lead to
the destabilization of governments
and produced climate refugees. The
US military has acknowledged that
climate change is the biggest threat
to national security.
Mr. Morrison offers input from
Pierre Poilievre, shadow Minister of
Finance, “… the government must
immediately approve $20 billion of
privately funded natural resource
projects.” You can assume these are
oil and gas projects, both of which
have a long history of government
financial assistance. This seems
counter to other positions offered
by the UN Secretary General, who
on several occasions called upon
national leaders to remove subsidies
to that sector. In addition, Guterres
called for more investment to deal
with climate change.
Recently, Mark Carney, former
head of the Bank of Canada, head of
the Bank of England and now UN
Special Envoy on Climate Change,
cautioned the investment community
about climate risk when making
investment decisions. Further to
this, the World Bank has been called
out for its continued investment in
fossil fuels.
Clearly, what my elected
representative and his party are
proposing is not being influenced by
global trends and concerns. Perhaps
they should be.
Ron Robinson
Nelson
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– KASLO HOTEL IS OPEN –

Open for lunch and dinner daily. Kitchen open until 8 PM Wednesday- Sunday. Soup and wraps avail Mon & Tues

Prime Rib dinner every Friday night! – Fall Getaway special now on!
www.kaslohotel.com 250-353-7714

The Ingrid Rice cartoon is a satirical look at current events in politics and is sponsored by the Kaslo Hotel. The Hotel does not necessarily share the political views of the artist.

Re: ‘Delivery of
fibre-optic service
for Slocan Valley
pushed back three
years’ (Valley
Voice, November
5, 2020)

As someone who recently
moved to the Slocan Valley to
build a business, and based that
decision in part on the promise of
non-cellular broadband internet
being installed in 2020 or 2021,
news of Columbia Basin Broadband
Corporation delaying their fibreoptic service until 2023 is very
disappointing. A three-year delay
on what was originally to be a
12-month project is not a small
miscalculation.
I’m curious to know what permits
are required (for the southern half at
least) to lay standard cable beneath
a pre-existing, formerly industrial
right-of-way (rail trail). Are the
involved regulators not treating this
project with the urgency it deserves?
A delay due to a landslide or surprise

archeological find would be one
thing, but due to bureaucracy or
complacency is just tripping over
our own shoelaces.
Meanwhile, in roughly the
same period of time, a California
billionaire has launched a
constellation of 895 satellites into
Earth orbit, secured Government of
Canada (CRTC and ISED) approval,
and begun rolling out rural service
with speeds of up to 170 Mbps.
Burying a cable isn’t rocket science
(but it would keep subscription
dollars and jobs in the province).
Not only has the pandemic
elevated rural high-speed internet
as essential to e-learning, telehealth,
and business continuity, it is –
at this time of rediscovery of
rural regions, regenerative living,
#WorkFromAnywhere, and $1.75
billion in federal investment –
p e r h a p s t h e r e g i o n ’s m o s t
exciting opportunity for economic
development, diversification, selfreliance and sustainability. It is
the single highest leverage thing
CBT can do and everyone involved
should be accelerating these
projects, not slowing them down.
Stephan Hardy
Winlaw
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Argenta-Johnson’s
Landing Face
logging article,
November 5, 2020
Valley Voice

Cooper Creek Cedar should not be
allowed to destroy the last of the ancient
red cedar/ hemlock in the upper reach
of Howser Creek. BC’s timber barons
and political elite have enjoyed the
free-wheeling ecocide of the Duncan,
Lardeau and Trout lake for 40 years
plus.
CCC, BC’s NDP or any other
timber corporation does not have the
God-given right or legal First Nations
consent to continue ignoring the obvious
consequences of industrial clearcutting
intact ancient forest ecosystems.
The last seven or eight kilometres
not destroyed in the upper Howser Creek
should be preserved. It is an accessible
wonder of an ancient ecosystem with
some of the red cedar trees probably
more than 1,000 years old. Please see
short documentary Howser in Peril on
YouTube.
CCC should be given back the
money they recently spent on a new
bridge over Howser Creek. This intact
ancient forest ecosystem is a massive
carbon sink, priceless in terms of
potentially helping to mitigate climate
crisis.
Myself and three others are being
prosecuted by CCC. In reality, CCC is
doing the dirty work for the NDP.
BC’s jurists are a little reticent to
issue court orders or civil claims against
‘the people’ – it is considered a hallmark
of fascism.
We are not allowed to attend public
meetings regarding industrial timber
continued on page 5
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continued from page 4
roads and clearcut logging on the
Argenta-Johnson’s Landing Face. I
believe this a misuse of the public
process and gives directorial power to
CCC and their RPF.
CCC or a community-based coop should consider a less destructive
manner (cable or high lead) to harvest
timber and mitigate the fuel load on the
face. They should not put in miles and
miles of industrial roads. BC’s working
forest base is 15% roads and landings,
i.e. not growing trees but creating
massive erosion problems.
They should also be mandated to
create value-added jobs.
Tom Prior
Nelson

The ‘conspiracy
theory’ phenomenon

Early this year I was made aware of
a somewhat elaborate conspiracy theory
and much more recently I began to hear
about this same theory on CBC radio,
but now with additional conspiratorial
notions added to it. We could call this
a kind of mop-up phenomenon, where
both the pro- and the anti-conspiracy
theorists attempt to simplify their world
view by creating one giant theory that
blankets it all. Such an extreme and
simplified world view tends to divide
us 50-50, as we witness in our politics.
We are conditioned to take a
position on everything. If we admit we
do not know, we are left out of our social
group, our tribe, our political affiliation,
or our religion.
We all know the story of The
Boy Who Cried Wolf. The real idiots
in the story were the villagers (us).
Why did they insist on sending the
same incompetent shepherd to tend
the sheep? And by what logic did the
boy’s misinformation ‘prove’ that a
wolf did not exist? Furthermore, we
must acknowledge how useful the fake
news was for the wolf in realizing his
outstanding predatory success by killing
‘all the sheep.’
In the present climate, it is difficult
to sort out the valid from the fake, but
looking into events of the past, things
can clear up quite quickly. An interesting
example is leaded gasoline. I remember,
as I monkey-wrenched my old beaters
as a child, I was told not to wash the
engine parts with gasoline because
the toxic lead would get on my hands.
No one said anything about lead in the
exhaust fumes.
The use of tetraethyl lead to adjust
the octane rating of gasoline was
discovered in 1921, and this did not end
(except for a few third world countries)
till the year 2000, eight decades later.
Initially it was assumed that there was
no lead in the car exhaust because it
could not be measured. There was
some magical disappearance as the lead
traveled from the intake to the exhaust.
In 1953 a scientist from Harvard
University, Mary Amdur, developed
an instrument to measure the impurities
in smoke and was thus able to confirm
the existence of lead in car exhaust.
She was threatened by thugs and asked

not to publish her findings. She was
immediately fired from her position at
the university. Thus, for another half
century we poisoned our children with
leaded exhaust fumes.
Norbert Duerichen
New Denver

The artist in the
capitalist system

I am an artist. I don’t like the
capitalist system any more than the
next person does, but the only way to
survive is to live with it. As a creative
person, I feel I am being suffocated
and strangled out of existence by
a regressive society that favours
commodity and cheap garbage over
works created and cultivated by the
artist’s mind. It’s impossible to survive
without selling out to what the masses
are being sold or relying on others to
see the worth of your work. The masses
have literally been trained in society
to see art as free because it is not a
necessity to survival and is constantly
being cheapened by the over-processed
and hyper-sensationalized media that
surrounds it. Why? Because creative
and independent thinkers are dangerous
in a world where the upper class relies
on mindless blue collar workers to fill
the jobs of cheap labour that they need
for capitalism to work. By not being a
patron to real art, you are actually a part
of the problem that kills people who
are independent thinkers and people
who you need and want beside you in
the fight against corporate slavery. You
would easily spend $15 or more on
something that was manufactured in
another country and transported here
on the backs of oil companies that are
destroying our future but won’t spend
that same $15 for art that has been made
by a committed strong artist who put
time and energy and soul into something
he or she loves. What? This is just okay?
No! You have been programmed into
thinking that you shouldn’t have to
pay for art or it should be cheaper than
other things in life. This is a disgusting
misconception. Art has been cheapened
by capitalism and you, by comparing
independent creative thinkers to big
box companies that actually are doing
harm to our world and extorting third
world countries, are actually defending
the system. You are telling artists that
their creations and time and energy isn’t
worth it as you refuse to patronize them
and then turn around and happily spend
twice as much money on something that
was made in China off the backs of child
labour. This is the same circumstance
with locally grown food. It’s more
expensive than the stuff you get at the
grocery store but think about what had
been sacrificed to make that food so
cheap.
Want to fight the system? Live
sustainably, support artists, buy local.
Alaska Hoskins
Passmore

COVID cream puffs
November 17 will be the
anniversary of the first COVID death.
What have we learned? We know the
virus mostly preys on old weak people.
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The Italian Ministry of Health reported
96% of COVID-19 hospital deaths had
been patients with at least one severe
underlying illness. Almost 50% had
three or more pre-existing conditions.
Canada is no different with 80% of our
COVID deaths happening in long-term
care facilities. So how did we respond?
We locked down, closed schools,
restaurants, night clubs, gyms, sporting
events, air travel, etc. The federal
government has been printing $5
billion a week since spring with no
end in sight. We’ve added $340 billion
to our national debt and many billions
to provincial debt. The Canadian
Federation of Independent Business
has forecast 225,000 businesses across
Canada may permanently close.
Where do we draw the line in the
sand? We have seniors stacked up like
cord wood in BC hospitals waiting for
a space in long-term care to the tune of
450,000 hospital days per year. These
are $1,800 a day beds as opposed to
$200 a day long-term care beds, and
the people waiting in these expensive
beds are not receiving the special care
they need. The average life expectancy
in BC long-term care is 450 days,
meaning if we counted COVID deaths
on an annual basis, there would be
little difference from the norm.
Ask yourself, is a ten-yearold’s life more important than an
85-year-old’s life? The ten-year-old is
beginning her life, the 85-year-old has
lived his. Every day we should thank
our lucky stars this virus is so kind to
the young people.
It’s very disappointing, having
our politicians chastising our young
people for their laissez faire attitude
towards COVID. In retrospect, the
young should be chastising us for our
selfish just me attitude. We have done
incalculable damage to their present
situation and future.
A government survey found
the willingness of Canadians to get
an effective vaccine appears to be
waning. Seventy-one percent of
respondents said in April they would
accept the vaccine; that number
dropped to 61% in August. Are 39%
of these respondents saying they don’t
believe in the vaccine or are they
saying COVID-19 isn’t serious enough
to bother?
Our media has a responsibility
not to create fear and anxiety and
our governing bodies have the
responsibility not to use COVID as a
tool to control us.
Bill White
Passmore

the SVHTS should consider in any
further ornithological consultations.
The gazebo is a high traffic area,
which, I believe, would preclude the
suggested nesting six to ten feet off
the ground. Except for at the two
openings, a continuous bench and
railing extend around the perimeter
of the gazebo, putting nests under the
eaves within reach of anyone standing
on them. Even with the benches used
as intended, I cannot imagine human
activity that close being compatible with
nest building.
The gazebo location is subject
to high winds. Should the swallows
manage to overcome the other
disincentives, nests along the eaves
could be vulnerable to wind damage.
It should be noted that barn swallows
are mud-nest builders and will not use
bird houses.
The birds return as early as the
first week in April and begin choosing
nesting sites, so any proposed nest
shelters should be constructed as early
as possible. It might be advisable
to allow the swallows the option of
nesting as usual next summer to provide
adequate time for them to discover and
become familiar with the structures.
Creating Nesting Habitat for Barn
Swallows by the Ontario Ministry
of Natural Resources and Forestry
(2016) provides a wealth of advice and
information, including blueprints for
nesting structures.
(Remember that the swallows
previously nested on buildings, now torn
down, in the former mill yard, including
while the mill was in operation? Isn’t it
ironic the mill was more bird-friendly
than the SVHTS?)
As the Village council has shown
willingness to comply with requests
from the SVHTS, I again suggest that
the SVHTS ask the Village to have
the gazebo cleaned by the Village’s
contractor responsible for the trailhead
outhouse. I see the gazebo daily, and
far more offensive than bird droppings
are the sticky evaporating beer puddles,
cigarette butts, and empty bottles and
cans, which a weekly or more frequent
cleaning would remove, along with
those oh so troubling droppings.
Additionally, as the trail enters
and clearly affects our community, the
Village could be asked to provide space
in its monthly newsletter for SVHTS
news, in order to inform and engage
residents in this and other projects
– which often come as a surprise to
residents. After all, it is not only SVHTS
members who might have something
to offer.
Patricia McGreal
Slocan

waterfront gazebo to prevent swallows
nesting, and its decision to “look at other
housing options” for the birds, including
nesting shelters.
There are several additional points

Rob Morrison’s fall 2020
newsletter is both disappointing and
concerning.
Disappointing because it’s been
over a year since the 2019 federal

Response to Slocan
Valley Heritage
MP’s fall
Trail Society
newsletter
I commend the Slocan Valley
Heritage Trail Society’s (November 5, disappointing
2020 Valley Voice) reconsideration of
its plan to install netting in the Slocan and concerning

election and this is only the second
time we’ve heard from our MP.
I say only the second time because
Canada’s House of Commons
encourages regular communication
between MPs and their constituents,
covering the costs of designing,
printing and sending out newsletters
four times a year, and mini-surveys
asking for constituents’ views on a
variety of issues, up to ten times a
year.
Why we have only received two
pieces of communication when 14
were possible can only be answered
by Mr. Morrison, but I can tell you
this:
You have to care about the
people in your riding to actively
communicate with them. It is a lot
of work writing newsletters and
questionnaires and responding to
constituents’ concerns, but that’s
what MPs are there to do.
You have to be accomplishing
things in order to write about them.
Constituents want and need to know
what you are doing on their behalf.
If the quarterly newsletters are just
repeating partisan party rhetoric
like this latest newsletter, I support
MPs not sending them out. If you’re
not really interested in hearing
constituents’ views, then don’t waste
their time with mini surveys (the
House of Commons calls them 10
percenters).
To be helpful to constituents,
at least part of the communications
must be non-partisan, particularly in
these COVID-19 pandemic times.
Individuals, families and businesses
need to know what kind of help
government has available to them.
Non-profit societies need to know
what financial support or grants are
available to ensure that they have a
future. While sharing this information
with constituents, it is fair for MPs
to also talk about what government
needs to be doing differently or
better, but people need to know what
supports are out there for them. That
is also what MPs are there to do.
That is what is most concerning
about this newsletter. It arrived
during Remembrance week – not
one word of thanks to our veterans.
Not one word about our seniors, our
environment, the climate crisis, the
Columbia River Treaty, the good
work being done in our communities
by constituents. Instead we got a
piece of Conservative propaganda
that should have been paid for by the
Conservative Party and not by us as
taxpayers.
Members of Parliament play
an extremely important role in
representing all of us, regardless of
how we voted, once they are elected.
The key to proper representation
is good two-way communication,
and the current lack of meaningful
communication from our MP is both
disappointing and concerning.
Wayne Stetski (MP KootenayColumbia 2015-2019)
Cranbrook
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Jason Clarke resigns as mayor of Silverton
by Jan McMurray with files from
Moe Lyons
Jason Clarke has resigned as
mayor of Silverton. His letter
of resignation is available at
jasonclarke.info.
“I have come to the conclusion
that I have given all I have to give,”
he writes. “The role of Mayor is
both a rewarding and demanding
role. I have done my best to give
what I can to the role while trying to
maintain a balance in the other areas
of my life (work, family, etc.). I can
see that the role needs and deserves
more time and energy than I have
available.
“It is for this reason I am
tendering my resignation as Mayor.”

Clarke submitted his letter
of resignation to the Chief
Administrative Officer ahead of
the council meeting on November
10. The meeting did not go ahead
for lack of quorum.
Clarke took a leave of absence
from late April to early June this
year. The minutes of the April 22
meeting note: “Council accepted
Mayor Clarke’s request for a leave
of absence for three months without
stipend, after which Council would
consider his resignation.”
Clarke returned after less than
two months, in early June, after
being asked by council if he would
be willing to return early.
On June 2, Clarke wrote a

strongly worded letter outlining the
reasons for his leave, and stating
the terms upon which he would
return. He made it clear the main
contentious issue was council/ staff
relations. “Under no circumstances
is it ok for Council to micromanage
staff… Elected officials are not
employers or managers. Our job
is to set direction via policy and
bylaws – that’s it… It is my view
that if Council continues on its
current path they will have massive
staff turnover and/ or staff will
unionize to protect itself from
Council.” He said that in order
for him to return, “A complete
180 would have to be taken by the
majority of Council regarding the

above. Council would have to be
committed to holding strong to that
course, trust in my ability to lead,
and trust in our staff to execute on
our direction.”
A governance workshop for
Silverton council was held in early
June, and afterwards, Clarke wrote
another letter with an entirely
different tone: “Thank you for
coming out today with open
minds and a willingness to learn.
Thank you for putting in the effort,
speaking your minds and hearing
each other. Based on our work
together today I feel we are at a
place where I can resume my role
as Mayor.”
In his recent letter of resignation,

Clarke says, “I have had a lot of
time to think, consider and reflect
since I’ve been back from my leave
of absence. I appreciate all of your
efforts to come together and pull
in the same direction – to operate
as a team.”
In a brief interview, Clarke said
he felt the Village of Silverton was
“well positioned” in terms of staff,
projects and finances.
Clarke was elected mayor in
November 2014 and re-elected
in October 2018. He served as
councillor for one three-year term
(2011-2014) before taking the helm
as mayor.
News about a byelection in
Silverton should be coming soon.

Thank you for supporting your local businesses!

The key to a thriving local economy throughout the pandemic and always

NAKUSP & AREA
Bon Marche Dollar Dollar

Open 9 am - 5 pm Monday to Saturday. Contactless debit/credit
Cleaning protocols in place, customers reminded to social distance.
Facebook: Bon Marche Dollar Dollar Nakusp
250-265-3644

Crescent Bay Construction Ltd.

Open Mon-Sat, 8 am-5 pm
Nitrile gloves must be put on (available beside the door) when entering and
discarded (beside the door) when leaving.
Phone orders and pick-up available. E-transfer payment available at cresbay@
telus.net • 250-265-3747

Kal Tire Nakusp

Open Mon-Sat, 8 am-5 pm
Call or book online for appointment or tire purchases. Emergency and commercial work done as required. Please only one customer in showroom at a time.
Payments accepted by Debit or Credit. NO CASH please.
Sanitization precautions being taken in showroom and all customer vehicles.
Visit our Facebook page for full details. 250-265-4155, www.kaltire.com

Kim’s Kustoms

Open regular hours, 8:30 am-5:30 pm
250-265-4012

Marvin’s Small Motor Repairs
Mon-Fri 9 am-6 pm; Sat 9 am-5 pm
Open regular hours 250-265-4911

Nakusp Glass

Open
Drop in, call or email to make an appointment.
250-265-3252, nakglass@telus.net

Nakusp Taxi

Pick-up and delivery of anything from licenced food, beverage and retail stores.
250-265-8222

Angry Hen Brewing Company

Open for patio and inside seating with off-sales for beer to go, 7 days a week!
Phone to pre-order or to arrange a ‘beer-it-forward’ delivery for a friend. 250353-7446, lounge@angryhenbrewing.com, Facebook, Instagram.

New Denver Community Pharmacy

Now open Mon-Sat, 9:30 - 5:30, closed Sunday
250-353-2594; cornkaslo@gmail.com; Facebook Cornucopiakaslo

Open Mon-Fri, 10 am-5:30 pm
We look forward to serving you!
Welcome to shop by visiting during business hours or:
By phone: 250-358-2500, By fax: 250-358-2524, By email: kaslopharm@gmail.
com (please use reference “NDCP”)
309 6th Avenue, New Denver V0G 1S0

Eric’s Meats

New Market Foods

Cornucopia

Open Tues-Sat 9:30 am-5 pm
250-353-2436

JB’s Pub & Restaurant

Open Thurs-Sun, 3-9 pm. Hours will extend in the summer.
Takeout available 250-353-7716; 250-353-7717

Jones Boys Boats

Open every day, 8 am-6 pm
You are welcome to come and shop. Keep your distance as much as you can
with others. We have hand sanitizer at the door as well as at the tills.
If you are self isolating or not wanting to come to the store, we can do your
shopping for you and have it delivered to you or you can pick it up.
You can call the store at 250-358-2270 or email shop@newmarketfoods.ca to
place your orders.

We are open for business!
www.jonesboysboats.com
250.353.2550 info@jonesboysboats.com
https://www.facebook.com/Jonesboysboats

Raven’s Nest

Kaslo Hotel

Valley Voice

Open! Pub 11 am daily. Open for lunch and dinner every day. Prime rib dinner
every Friday night! Fall Getaway special now on! Front desk 8 am-8 pm for
check-in and reservations. Strict sanitizing protocols in place. 250-353-7714;
kaslohotel.com; Facebook.

Kaslo Husky

Open Mon-Fri, 6 am-8 pm; Sat & Sun 8 am-8 pm
Physical distancing measures in effect. 250-353-2205

Kaslo Community Pharmacy

Open Monday-Friday 9:30 am-5:30 pm
We look forward to serving you!
Welcome to shop by visiting during business hours or:
By phone: 250-353-2224, By fax: 250-353-2336, By email: kaslopharm@gmail.com
For prescription refills online visit: kaslopharmacy.myrefill.ca
403 Front Street, PO Box 550, Kaslo V0G 1M0
kaslopharm@gmail.com, phone 250-353-2224, fax 250-353-2336

Now Open 5 Days a Week: Tuesday thru Saturday, 11 am – 4 pm. Closed
Sunday and Monday. We’ve got awesome clothes, warm blankets, great
books, and more – hope to see you soon!
Open 1-833-501-1700; valleyvoice@valleyvoice.ca; www.valleyvoice.ca

SILVERTON
Silverton Building Supplies

Open Monday-Saturday 8:00 am-5:00 pm
Hand sanitizer is provided. Please observe distancing.
We look forward to serving you!
250-358-2293books, and more – hope to see you soon!

Silverton Camp Cafe

Wed-Sat 9:30-2:30 • Sunday 10-2
250-358-7271

SLOCAN

Kaslo Mechanical

Village of Slocan – Fitness Centre, Library, Campground,
Playgrounds

Mon-Sat, 9 am - 5:30 pm
Please drop off bike repairs to the rear entrance (in alley) of the shop. No
appointments are necessary for bike tune-ups. Our coffee shop and lounge
area is currently closed.
All 2019 bikes are on sale.
For all inquiries, call us as (250) 265-3332, email: info@shons.ca, website:
www.shons.ca, Facebook: Shon’s Bike - Ski - Stay.

Kul Nijjar, REALTOR(R) Fair Realty Ltd.

Slocan Village Market

Open by appointment or by chance Tues-Sat 11 am-4 pm
250-265-8888; 203 Fifth Ave NW, Nakusp

Woodbury Resort

Royal LePage Selkirk Realty

Open Mon-Fri 9:30 am - 4:30 pm with COVID-19 safety precautions in place.
Our agents are more than happy to help!
250-265-3635; Nakusp@royallepage.ca

Shon’s Bike - Ski - Stay

Studio Connexion Art Gallery

Save-On-Foods

Open 8 am - 7 pm daily; 7-8 am for seniors and people with health issues needing
more space to shop. Max customer limit in place. Please shop individually; leave
recycle bags at home; No bottle returns at this time.
250-265-3662. Store Manager: Duncan, Asst. Manager: Ryan

KASLO & AREA
ACE Building Centre-Kaslo

Open 7:30-5 Mon-Sat, Open Sundays and most stat holidays 10-2
250-353-7628, kaslo.building@telus.net, www.kaslobuilding.com

It pays to advertise in the Valley Voice

Open! Tuesday - Friday 9 am - 5 pm, Saturday 9 am - 1 pm
Closed long weekends.
6336 Hwy 31, Kaslo • 250-353-7409
Open
kul@kulnijjar.ca, 250-505-4722

Sunnyside Naturals

Open Mon-Sat, 9 am-6 pm
Physical distancing measures in effect. Food takeout
Phone orders and delivery available. 250-353-9667
Boat rentals, Camping, Fishing! Angler Incentive Program Depot
Ph: 250-353-7717; Fax 250-353-2004 woodbury@netidea.com

Village Office open by appointment. Other facilities temporarily closed.
Campground open June 15 to BC residents, self-contained units only.
250-355-2277, info@villageofslocan.ca, www.slocancity.com

Open. Limiting number of customers in the store. Providing gloves and masks
to shoppers.
We are accepting orders by phone for pick-up for those who prefer not to
enter the store. We are also offering delivery services on a weekly basis.
250-355-2211, svmkt@telus.net

WINLAW

Emery Herbals Botanical Dispensary, Healing Suites and
Teaching Centre

Open 7 days, 8 am - 6 pm
250-358-2445

The Botanical Dispensary Open Thurs and Fri, 12-4. Limit of one client in the
shop at a time.
Order requests can be sent to orders@emeryherbals.com or by phoning 250226-7744 for pick-up using our safe pick-up guidelines. We offer a $10 local
ship rate and all local orders over $75 are shipped free. We ship once weekly.
Our online shop is https://emeryherbals.com/online-apothecary/
• Colleen Emery, RHT (CHAofBC) is conducting all client consultation online
or via the phone. Priority is for acute cases, new clients are welcome.
• All classes have moved online at this time.

New Denver Coin Laundry

Mama Sita’s

SLOCAN VALLEY
NEW DENVER

Glacier View Service

Open 9 am-7 pm, 7 days a week
Use your intelligence, engage in physical distancing and wash hands when you
come in and when you leave. Soap is good. The premises are being cleaned
twice a day.
Contact: Wendy @ 358-7792 or Rod – phone numbers on signs inside the building.

Open for dine-in, take-out and delivery. Outdoor seating. 9 am-7 pm.
Phone or come in. 250-226-7070.

Your business could be listed here
for only $10 + GST
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New Denver council, November 10: COVID funds dropped into Village bank account
by Kathy Hartman
• An unexpected windfall of
$323,000 came in for New Denver
under the COVID-19 Safe Restart
Grant for Local Governments. Council
discussed using some of the funding
for cleaning protocols so community
facilities could be reopened and for
rehiring a public information officer.
With the new outbreaks in Salmo,
Creston and Kelowna, council feels
there may be a shutdown in the future.
“Shutdowns are expensive,” said Chief
Administrative Officer Catherine
Allaway. “It will be a welcome addition
to the next set of budget deliberations.”
Councillors John Fyke, Gerald Wagner
and Colin Moss agreed to put together
a COVID protocol plan that may
allow for the reopening of the Slocan
Community Heath Centre gym if they
can access some of the Safe Restart
Grant funds from the RDCK.
• Kyowakai: Memory and Healing
in New Denver will be ready to go in
time for the holiday season. Published
by the Village of New Denver, the

Wide Spot

A certain kind
of blindness

by Therese DesCamp
If the recent snowfall made you
dream about mai tais on the beach
or desert hikes; if you’re longing
for the simple joy of hanging out;
if you’re craving dinner parties and
indiscriminate hugs; I say, join the
club. I am yearning to stand too close,
to reach out and hold a hand. I’d like
to sleep through the night without
waking up anxious! I want it to be like
it was before.
But even as I long for things
to “return to normal,” I’m getting
schooled on how things really were,
and are. As they say, “Privilege is a
certain kind of blindness.”
My privilege – and my blindness
– are long-standing. My dad had a
steady job, there was always enough
to eat and a house to live in, and my
parents helped all eight of us go to
college. Stable family? Tick. Food,
shelter and clothing? Tick. Education?
Tick. Caucasian? Tick. I didn’t realize
that I had it all. When I got arrested for

book is scheduled to go to print in midNovember. The initial print run will be
250 copies. The book tells the story
of the Nikkei Internment Memorial
Centre, the people who created it and
the healing it inspired. Several local
people were on the project team.
• Council received the West
Kootenay EcoSociety 100%
Renewable Energy Plan and the
recommended priorities for New
Denver. According to the plan, most of
New Denver’s non-renewable energy
use comes from vehicles. The priorities
under transportation are to conduct a
survey about travel habits and needs in
New Denver and advocate for electric
vehicle and electric bicycle incentives
at the provincial and federal levels.
Under buildings, the recommendation
is to work with the Regional District
of Central Kootenay (RDCK) on the
Regional Energy Efficiency Program
(REEP) for Home Renovations. Under
zero waste actions, the priority is to
advocate to the RDCK to support
and expand the Healthy Community

Society’s Organics Diversion Pilot
Program. Councillor John Fyke was
excited by the possible use of electric
school buses, and felt the Village could
help renters and homeowners arrange
for blower tests and the materials to
secure houses from winter drafts.
Council voted to ask Jessica Rayner,
Community Planner, to review the
draft of the plan and recommendations
prior to adoption of the plan by the
Village.
• The Sustainability Advisory
Committee, created in 2019, has
changed its name to the 100%
R e n e w a b l e E n e rg y A d v i s o r y
Committee to better reflect its
goals. Also, the committee will now
focus not only on sustainability for
the municipality, but also for the
community as a whole.
• There will be no more raves at
the mouth of Shannon Creek without
feedback from Slocan Lake residents.
The Slocan Lake Stewardship Society
(SLSS) informed council that the
society was successful in having that

demonstrating, I didn’t get beaten – I
was a white girl. When I dropped out
of school, I knew I’d have help to go
back. When I was broke, or sliding into
depression, I knew I could always go
home for a while.
I mention these privileges because
one of the slogans of this past spring
as COVID-19 washed over us was,
“We’re all in the same boat.” That
line was quickly modified as it became
obvious that the coronavirus was
hitting some people much harder
than others. The new version became,
“We’re all in the same storm but in
vastly different boats.” Jeff Bezos
added $24 billion to his wealth; his
workers fought for $15 per hour. In
our communities, some risked their
lives to care for others and keep food
on the table; some of us stayed home
and cleaned closets.
So here we are again, pandemic
redux. The infection rates are
skyrocketing south of the border.
BC cases are also climbing
exponentially and, unless checked by
our commitment to each other, will

soon fill our hospitals and empty our
nursing homes.
Not much has changed in the
last eight months, except that some
people’s boats have started taking on
water. I’m floating well, except for
that general anxiety and sleeplessness
we all seem to share. But when I say
that I’m longing for a dinner party,
I also know now that the number
of families in our own community
needing food assistance by Christmas
has doubled. While I’m longing to go
somewhere warm, I know that in our
own community there are ‘COVID
refugees’ living in tents back in the
woods. There are folks going under,
all around us. Can we see them?
If privilege is a certain kind of
blindness, then the recognition of our
mutual interdependence is a certain
kind of seeing. There are some people
who are seeing pretty clearly these
days. They could use our support: the
Food Hamper Society (358-7787);
the New Denver and Area Housing
Society (1-833-501-1700); the Koots
Kids Clothing Exchange (358-2647).

piece of Crown land designated as an
‘Application Only Area’ by the Ministry
of Forests, Lands, Natural Resource
Operations and Rural Development.
With this new designation, rave
organizers must submit a proposal
to Front Counter BC and advertise it
in local newspapers so Slocan Lake
residents can provide feedback to the
Province. Depending on the feedback,
the rave would be permitted or denied.
• A concept plan to make the
Galena Trail cable car accessible
to people of diverse abilities was
presented to council by Councillor
Gerald Wagner. The plan shows timber
boardwalks on trestles on both sides of
Carpenter Creek, spanned by the cable
car. Wagner said this was one of the
options being considered.
• The Village has submitted an
Expression of Interest to the Columbia
Basin Trust Community Wildfire
Innovation Grant Program to buy
a ‘BurnBoss T24 air curtain burner
trailer,’ which would be used to dispose
of wood waste from wildfire mitigation
fuel reduction activities. This trailer
burns cleaner than open burning and is
less expensive than chipping, grinding
and trucking. The residue is wood ash,
which is ideal to turn back into the
soil. Ways to share the equipment with
neighbouring local governments and
SIFCo would be investigated as part
of the project.
• The Arrow Slocan Tourism
Association (ASTA) executive director,
Megan Chadwick, gave a progress
report to council. She said ASTA is
looking to attract visitors who come
here for what the region naturally holds,
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rather than to sell an experience that
does not fit with the local lifestyle. The
mandate is to support local businesses
and communities to maximize the
economic benefits that flow from
regional visitation. Councillors
encouraged Chadwick to focus on
spring, winter, and fall tourism as
they feel summer is past capacity.
Councillors also agreed with Chadwick
that after last summer, a priority could
be an educational ‘guest manners’
campaign. “I am here. I am available.
I want to hear how you want to see the
area develop,” Chadwick says. ASTA
is a non-profit organization funded
through a combination of provincial
grants and the 2% hotel tax.
• The following Recreation
Commission #6 appointments were
approved: Tamara Barkowsky,
community representative, Councillor
Gerald Wagner, council representative
and Councillor John Fyke, alternate
council representative. The alternate for
the community representative remains
unfilled.

Support the
Valley Voice
with a voluntary
subscription

Only $5-$50
Send Cheque or Money Order
to: Valley Voice, Box 70,
New Denver, BC V0G 1S0

VILLAGE OF
NEW DENVER
PUBLIC NOTICES

SNOW REMOVAL

The Village reminds residents that snow removal is a priority
over the winter months. We request your cooperation in removing items from the lanes, alleys and boulevards so that plowing
can be done efficiently and safely. Please note that the Village is
not liable for damage to any vehicles or items left on the village
streets, boulevards or property.
To ensure public safety, residents are asked not to approach the
operators while they are working. Please direct any questions
regarding snow removal to the Village Office.

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

Our valley’s green
grocer since 1990

• Fresh
• Organic
• Wholesome
1290 Hwy #6
Crescent Valley
250-359-7323
– Open daily –

(Closed Christmas & New Year’s day)

The Village of New Denver has openings for the following temporary and part-time positions:
•
Equipment Operator
•
Office Staff
•
Janitor
For more information please contact the Village Office.

CENTENNIAL PARK MASTER PLAN

A planning process is underway to develop a Centennial Park
Master Plan. Public engagement will take place this fall and
winter, with information available at the Village Office, or check
our website. There will be multiple opportunities for people to
provide input and feedback. Once developed, the plan will provide a recommended park design and guidance for investing in
future park amenities. The public is welcome to provide early
suggestions to the Village office.
115 Slocan Avenue · P.O. Box 40, New Denver, BC V0G 1S0
(250) 358-2316 · office@newdenver.ca · www.newdenver.ca
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SD 10 schools address students’ mental health
by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
Mornings at New Denver’s
Lucerne School look much like any
other across the country. Staff greet
the students and offer a kind word.
Some kids play outside, some may
go off to the library or other activities.
But some of the older students
take part in a bit more unusual firstthing-in-the-morning school activity
– stretching, deep breathing, and
mindfully meditating.
Lucerne’s two-year-old Healthy
Start program is just one program
at School District #10 designed to
address the growing issue of mental
health of children.
“If you’re not feeling calm,
alert, and ready, then it’s hard to do
that learning,” says Peter Dubinsky,
SD 10’s assistant superintendent.
“You can see students who are
having difficulty paying attention,
or connecting to the learning, or
having difficulty having positive peer
relationships. So that’s how we’ve
seen anxiety manifested.”
Some school administrators
reporting at October ’s school
board meeting noted an uptick in
students being sent to the office
for misbehaving, and a bus driver
complained about kids acting out so
badly that a principal was asked to
do a ride-along to restore discipline.
“We know that there continue
to be concerns with challenging
behaviour, both at school and online
– often behaviour is a sign that
students are not coping well and
may be struggling with well-being,”
says Superintendent Terry Taylor.
“Both the school district and schools
continue to address these issues with
a variety of interventions.”
It’s not just SD 10, of course.
Researchers worldwide have noted
more children suffering from ‘stress
contagion’ – picking up the social
cues of parents, adults and friends,
and acting out on them. Then there’s
the ‘great sleep recession’: students
over the last 20 years have reported
getting less, and poorer, sleep. More
students are reporting loneliness,
disconnection, and a lack of trust in
adults and authority figures.
“It’s a complex issue, and there’s
no one reason why,” says Dubinsky.

Smokey Creek Salvage
24 HR TOWING

New & Used Auto Parts, Back Hoe Work,
Certified Welding & Repairs, Vehicle Removal
WE BUY CARS & TRUCKS

359-7815 ; 1-877-376-6539
3453 YEATMAN RD, SOUTH SLOCAN

“Social media is one aspect, and
COVID has increased everyone’s
anxiety and stress level. Evidence
from countries across the world is
showing that the pandemic is having
an impact on everyone’s mental
health.”
“What we’ve noticed since the
pandemic is families have lost their
jobs,” adds Terry Taylor, SD 10’s
superintendent. “We were providing
meals to 40% of their families
because they were unable to provide
meals at home. That impact on the
family unit has a significant impact
on kids.”
There’s also the daily pressure
of growing up and the teenage years.
There’s the expectation, competition
and financial pressures to get into
post-secondary education. That stress
and lack of sleep is causing rising
rates of obesity, which just adds to
the strain.

Mental health
interventions

SD 10, as a rural district, actually
has a few things going in its favour.
With COVID-19 mostly non-existent
in the area, the district was able to
reopen earlier than many other parts
of the province, and finish the last
school year with some normality.
“There was some concern
throughout the province that the loss
in time would affect student return to
school around their anxiety and wellbeing,” says Dubinsky. “We have not
seen that in SD 10.
“We’re social animals, we crave
social interaction and school is such
a social place for kids and adults,” he
adds. “I think that’s why we haven’t
seen a huge crisis in behaviour
coming back, because kids are getting
what they missed and adults are
happy to be back with students. So
that is a kind of self-regulating factor
to getting back to ‘normal.’”
And with its small, insular
schools, province-wide surveys have
shown SD 10 has students that feel
more connected and have a stronger
sense of belonging at school than
other regions – and connectedness
has been shown to relate to higher
levels of well-being and also school
success.
“If two or more adults care about
them, and students know that, their
ability to perform academically,
as well as their well-being, their
resilience, not only in school but also
later in life is in hand,” says Taylor.
“We’ve seen in this district a
real commitment, on part of the

Notice of Annual General Meeting
Slocan Valley TV Society (SVTVS)
The SVTV Society is holding a virtual (online) annual general
meeting (AGM) on Saturday November 28th at 4:00 PM. To
participate in the virtual meeting, members of the Society need
to request a link at least 4 hours prior to the meeting. Requests
for links to participate should be sent to Derek Murphy, Board
Secretary at derekmurphy113@gmail.com. Applications to
become members can be sent to the same email address.
In addition to regular annual meeting business (President’s
report, annual financial statement, and election of officers) we
will be providing an update on recent work on the broadcast
network, as well as future plans.

entire school, to connect with kids.
The beauty of a small district is we
know every student, we know their
story,” says Dubinksy. “Adults have
made a collective commitment to
ensure students feel cared for, that
they belong.”
And each school has multiple
initiatives to build on that, ranging
from intramural sports to theme days,
special events, student leadership
development, classroom activities,
etc.
“It’s a whole school and
community approach to the
connection the kids have,” says
Dubinsky. “So it’s not just in one
classroom, or one specific strategy.
It’s a philosophy, a collective
application that means we really listen
and have real conversations, and
then programming and instructional
activities that meet those needs.”
Another pillar in SD 10’s strategy
is developing outdoor learning. Just
being outside can be a calming and
connecting influence.
“It deepens kids’ ability to selfregulate, to be calmer and have more
space,” says Taylor. It was such a
success at Nakusp Elementary that
outdoor classrooms are now being
planned for Burton, New Denver and
Nakusp Secondary.
So while COVID and the spring
quarantine put pressure on everyone,
it’s been a little easier – or at least
different – in SD 10.
“It’s the power of a small school
district where every student is
known,” says Taylor.
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Still, schools can’t rely on a
couple of positive existing conditions.
All school counsellors have
been provided training in ‘mental
health literacy,’ and are passing on
that information to teachers. K-7
teachers have taken training in EASE

– a program geared to help younger
students gain skills in managing
anxiety and in positive mental health.
But mental health can’t be a
program, a targeted initiative, or
activities with beginning and end
points, say SD 10’s administrators.
Research has shown it has to be
sweeping, system-wide… a
foundation for other learning. The
ultimate goal is to provide students
with something called ‘SEL’ – SocialEmotional Learning.
“SEL is the process through
which all young people and adults
acquire and apply the knowledge,
skills, and attitudes to develop
healthy identities, manage emotions
and achieve personal and collective
goals, feel and show empathy for
others, establish and maintain
supportive relationships, and make
responsible and caring decisions,”
notes a provincial report.
SEL can help address various
forms of inequity and empower
young people, and contribute to
safe, healthy, and just communities,
it adds.
“Developing those emotional
literacy skills, and self-regulation,
self-awareness, allows those kids
to be a bit more in tune,” says
Dubinsky. “When SEL has been
embedded into the curriculum, when
the learning environments are safe
and caring for students, when there’s
explicit teaching of these skills,
there’s an 11% increase in academic
achievement, which is significant.”
In October, the Province released
a further, system-wide approach
to mental health called the Mental
Health In Schools strategy. Its goal
is to be proactive and catch problems
before they start, says a descriptor
sent to administrators.
“Previous efforts have focused
on services oriented to those in acute

crisis who require intervention; these
services will always be needed,” the
ministry told districts. “However,
the intentional shift towards building
resiliency early will reduce the
pressure on acute care services,
decrease costs and provide better
experiences for children and
families.”
The MHIS strategy also talks
about incorporating physical health
and Indigenous learning as part of
its strategy for promoting health. SD
10 will receive an extra $57,000 from
the ministry this year to support its
mental health initiatives, says Taylor.
And it’s not only students that
are the focus of the MHIS strategy.
It starts at the top.
“Research confirms stress
experienced by school administrators
can negatively impact school staff,” a
document on MHIS states. “Teacher
stress has been directly linked to
increased student stress levels, spilling
over from the teacher to the student
and impacting social adjustment and
student performance.”
So a fair amount of effort is
also going to make teachers and
administrators happier and healthier
in their jobs as well.
Concerns about children’s
mental health have taken decades
to build up, so aren’t going away
anytime soon. Now, many districts
include ‘student well-being’ as one
of their performance objectives and
accountability goals. SD 10 has
thrice-yearly sessions where teachers
and administrators discuss student
well-being as a central topic.
“Five years ago this was not on
the radar the same way it is now,”
says Taylor. “But we recognize more
and more, through the research that
well-being is intricately connected
to student academic success and
achievement.”

submitted
Beedie Luminaries, the scholarship
foundation founded by Ryan Beedie,
president of Beedie and philanthropist,
is calling on grade 12 students in BC
who are facing financial adversity
to apply for one of 105 scholarships
available in 2021. Recipients will
each receive up to $40,000 towards
their post-secondary studies at any
public university, college or trade
school in BC.
Last year, students from 25
municipalities across the province
– including three students in the
Kootenays – won the award.
“Beedie Luminaries has changed
my life,” says Freya Emery, a Beedie
Luminaries scholarship recipient
from Winlaw. “In addition to financial
support, Beedie Luminaries has also
allowed me to connect with an amazing
group of mentors and fellow students
whose support has been invaluable.”
Past scholarship recipients have
demonstrated not only academic
readiness, but also shared compelling
personal stories of adversity and
resilience. Among the 2020 recipients,

over 70% live in rental or social
housing, 48% come from singleparent or foster families, and 26%
are the first in their family to attend
post-secondary.
Beedie Luminaries launched on
November 13, 2018 with a $50-million
donation from Ryan Beedie to coincide
with his 50th birthday. In its inaugural
year, the program was only open to
students from Metro Vancouver, but
expanded to include students from all
over BC in its second year.
“It is more important than ever to
eliminate the cost barriers that keep
deserving BC students from pursuing
their post-secondary education,” says
Ryan Beedie. “I have been blown
away by the tremendous success of
our students in their post-secondary
studies so far and how they have
come together to support each other,
showing their determination and
resilience.”
In addition to receiving scholarship
funds of up to $40,000, recipients are
also given access to mentors, Stay on
Track student coaches, peer support
groups, paid summer internship

opportunities, and access to the Beedie
Luminaries online community.
It was Ryan Beedie’s experience
growing up in Burnaby and seeing
friends who did not have the same
opportunities to attend post-secondary
education as he did that motivated
him to create Beedie Luminaries.
The creation and expansion of this
scholarship program is in line with
the ‘Built for Good’ philosophy
that drives Beedie’s corporate and
philanthropic activities. This year,
Ryan Beedie was inducted into the
Order of British Columbia for his
significant contribution to making BC
a better place to live.
Grade 12 BC students looking
to apply for a Beedie Luminaries
scholarship can do so online at
BeedieLuminaries.ca. The deadline
for applications is January 13, 2021
at 9 am PST. Successful applicants
will be announced in early May 2021.
The program is open to students
planning to pursue undergraduate
degrees or diploma studies at any
public university, college or trade
school in BC.

‘SEL’-ing mental health

Beedie Luminaries Scholarship Program
seeks 105 deserving BC Students
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‘Last mile’ debate a Gordian knot in the fibre-optic cable
by John Boivin, Local
Journalism Initiative
reporter
Local politicians are
warning Slocan Valley
residents it may be years
before they see high-speed
service – even after a fibreoptic cable up the valley is
completed as planned in
2023.
T h a t ’s b e c a u s e o f
something called ‘the last
mile.’
“ I t ’s f r u s t r a t i n g , ”
says Nakusp Mayor Tom
Zeleznik. “We’re going to
be behind the eight ball if
we can’t resolve this.”
While the $7 million
fibre-optic backbone
project is expected to make
world-class internet speeds
available from Playmor
Junction to Nakusp, the
problem is getting service
from the backbone cable
to individual homes. That
‘last mile’ issue has been the
focus of intense discussions
by valley politicians and
municipal administrators
for over a year – but with
little resolution.
“The [Columbia Basin
Broadband Corporation]
will bring it to us, but now
the community has to figure
out a way to distribute it,”

Zeleznik says. “That’s a big
question.”
I t ’s t r i c k y b e c a u s e
different communities have
very different needs.
“Some of these
communities, like us here
in Silverton, we’re tiny
and super dense,” says
Jason Clarke, who recently
stepped down as mayor. “So
if we had to do last mile
ourselves, it’s not out of the
question. But you take some
of the other communities,
like in [RDCK] Area H,
they are so remote, it would
never happen for them.”
There are physical
questions – should the highspeed cable be extended
d i r e c t l y t o p e o p l e ’s
houses, or should more
widespread settlements use
a combination of over-theair connections and buried
cable? How many locations
will have access points,
which means faster service?
How will the connections
roll out – who gets the new
service first?
On top of those practical
questions are philosophical
ones. Should communities
w o r k i n d i v i d u a l l y, o r
collectively? Should
there be public-private
partnerships, or wholly-

owned community-run
entities providing the
service, like in Kaslo, or
some combination?
“We want to figure out
a way to keep the asset
publicly controlled so
that you’re never under a
monopoly with any one
provider,” says Silverton’s
Clarke. “If the provider is
not meeting your needs,
you can shop elsewhere and
swap them in.”
Another problem in
making a decision, says
Zeleznik, is also one of
capacity: none of the tiny
communities dotted along
the project’s length have the
ability to install fibre-optic
line or manage customers
like a private internet
service provider.
“How do you go about
getting the grants? Our
CAO and staff don’t have
the capacity to do that,”
says Zeleznik. “We need
help. But it takes so long
to make money, it’s a longterm commitment. So a lot
of private companies look
at it and run the other way,
because there’s no profit
in it.”
That’s got some local
politicians calling on the
Columbia Basin Trust to

change its mandate to take
on the last-mile problem.
“We’ve all been pushing
for that for a number of
reasons, but the most
important one is we want
any asset that gets put in,
in this case the network
that gives the last-mile
connectivity, we want that
to be retained under public
control in some manner,”
says Silverton’s Clarke.
“The whole reason we
are here in the first place
is because there’s been
one company that has a
monopoly on the whole
area, that’s been unwilling
to put in fibre in the homes
in the first place, or reliable
high-speed internet of any
kind in the valley.”
“It would be good if
the [Trust] changed their
mandate, but it has to go in
front of the board,” cautions
Zeleznik. “The board of
directors has to agree. We’re
taking a gamble by waiting
for them to do that. And can
we get everyone together to
go to the board and persuade
them that we need them
to do it all, not just the
backbone but the last mile?”
The Columbia Basin
Broadband Corporation, at
this point, will only say that

by John Boivin, Local
Journalism Initiative
reporter
A member of the board
of Kaslo’s communityowned internet service has
a simple message for civic
leaders struggling with how
to deliver the ‘last mile’ of
fibre-optic cable to homes
and business in the Slocan
Valley.
“It’s not rocket science,”
says Tim Ryan of the Kaslo
infoNet Society (KiN). “And
they can do it themselves.”
Ryan should know what
he’s talking about. Kaslo’s
community-owned internet
provider has brought highspeed fibre-optic cable to
hundreds of customers, both
in the village and in the small
settlements of the RDCK’s
Area D, in the last six years.
Ryan thinks the Regional
District of Central Kootenay

should take ownership of the
backbone and assist local
communities to manage the
utility.
“The district here can
and should do it. It’s no
different from laying pipe,
sewers, or roads,” he says.
“The only problem is the
vast majority of people here
have never tangled with
anything like this, they don’t
know how. For those reasons
it frightens the heck out of
them.
“What we did here in
Kaslo is build the capacity
to construct it, but also
the capacity to maintain
and operate it. And that’s
what needs to be done at a
regional level.”
Costs for completing
the last mile are also not
as big an issue as they first
appear, says Ryan. The
fibre costs KiN far less

than a dollar a metre. He
says it costs about $700
to (at worst case) $4,000
to connect an individual
home to their high-speed
network. With ISPs charging
most customers $50-100/
month, and higher levels
of government throwing
millions of dollar at
improving rural networks,
he says the service can
reasonably expect to cover
its costs in a few years.
And with thousands of
homes and businesses to
link up to the network, any
locally run ISP would have a
steady monthly income base
to run its operations, he says.
Building the human
capacity is not an
overwhelming task either,
he says. He figures a project
this size would need two to
three crews stationed along
the route, installing cable

submitted
Things just got easier for
book borrowers in the valley.
Sign up for a library card
online at www.nelsonlibrary.
ca and get access to eBooks,
downloadable audiobooks
and online courses. For
people who prefer a physical
book, the library has
restarted the weekly pickup and drop-off service at
the Heritage Credit Union in

Slocan Park. Place requests
online or by phone and the
library will send them to the
credit union to be picked up.
Library items can also be
returned outside the credit
union in the 24-hour book
return. Due to the pandemic,
library events for children,
teens and adults are now
happening online, making it
easier to participate without
a long drive.

The Nelson Library
building opened again at the
end of July with new hours:
Monday, Wednesday, Friday
and Saturday from 10 to 2
and Tuesdays and Thursdays
from 2 to 6.
For more details
on library services and
COVID-19 protocols,
call 250-352-6333 or
visit the website at www.
nelsonlibrary.ca

and maintaining the existing
line.
“It’s ditch digging,” he
says. “Just like you have
guys driving the grader to
clean the snow off in winter.
I’m sure there are a lot of
people in the valley with
diggers.”
“We’re trying to convince
regional government,
CBBC, the Basin Trust and
small municipalities that
this is not rocket science,
it’s approachable, and doable, and all the technology
behind it is proven, tested
and delivers the goods,”
he says. “And you need to
have in your community
the people who are there to
maintain it.”
The other benefit of
keeping local control is the
money would stay in the
Valley.
“It means all that money
that gets raked off now,
instead of being handed to
shareholders at a for-profit
corporation at the other
end of the country, goes to
people’s pockets as wages
in our communities.”
Ryan says Kaslo infoNet
would be more than willing
to share their expertise and
experience with Slocan
leaders struggling with
finding a solution. So far, no
one’s reached out to discuss
the issue with them.

Follow Kaslo’s lead for fibre service, says proponent

Nelson Library services in the Slocan Valley

it plans to install the line
“to serve as a high-speed
launching point for internet
service providers wishing
to offer their services to
residents or businesses in
the area.” Its support to
the local governments to
date has been restricted
to offering advice and
logistical support at
meetings, an official told
the Valley Voice.
Higher levels of
government are also
throwing money at the
problem of rural internet.
Just last week the federal
government recommitted
$1.7 billion dollars to have
98% of the country’s rural
areas able to access highspeed internet by 2026.
And during the provincial
election, West Kootenay
NDP MLA Katrine Conroy
said her government would
support any last mile
initiative.
“Part of our recovery
package is ensuring
there is funding for more
connectivity,” she said
during the Valley Voice’s
online all candidates’
meeting. “And I am
lobbying hard to make
sure we have funds for
that last mile… It’s fine to
have broadband coming up
through your community,
but if you don’t have the
ability to connect it doesn’t
really make sense. So I have
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been lobbying long and hard
for that.”
Zeleznik thinks despite
the support and money, it’s
not an issue that will be
settled soon.
“Is there a way to bring
it all together? That’s going
to be a tough one,” he says.
He’s worried the Slocan
Valley project may miss
the windfall of government
money if discussions go on
without resolution.
“There’s a lot of funding
out there, and by 2023 I am
hoping it’s still there,” he
says. “It’s nice that CBT is
bringing the cable now, but
we should be jumping on
the bandwagon and getting
the trenches done, getting
the cable laid to all different
places, so when the trunk
arrives you throw the switch
and away you go.
“But you need somebody
to take it on.”
Zeleznik also points
to new developments like
the high-speed satellite
network, Starlink, now
being launched by SpaceX
founder Elon Musk. By
the time the cable is laid
in 2023, he notes wryly,
fibre-optic cable might be
yesterday’s internet delivery
system.
Tantalyzingly close,
high-speed internet service
– seen as a key to the valley’s
economic future – remains a
distant dream.
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Columbia Mills

Industrial
Space for
Rent

Industrial Land
for Rent
Fixer Upper
House for Rent
James Kay, P.Eng
Alder Lands Development Ltd.
Site: 517 3A Avenue, Nakusp,
BC V0G 1R1
Mailing: PO Box 29212 OKM,
Kelowna, BC V1W 4A7
Tel. 250-870-6261
James@AlderLands.ca
www.AlderLands.ca
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Welcome Constable Matthew Jones and
family to the New Denver RCMP detachment
by Kathy Hartman
Constable Matthew Jones
and family arrived in October
to replace Constable Robert
Santori.
Constable Jones was last
posted in Prince Rupert, where
he got his first experience with
community policing. Jones
started in general duty policing
but then joined the Prince
Rupert Coastal Unit. It “was
a really cool opportunity. We
policed several remote First
Nations communities along the
coast. We’d travel by police boat
in teams of two and do eight-day
circuits living and policing in
the five reserves. That’s where I
got my first taste of community
policing. Getting in the schools,
doing DARE and presentations
for the kids, and participating in
community outreach.”
Jones is excited to get back
to community policing. He has
already met with the Lucerne
Parent Advisory Council and has
begun setting up presentations
on impaired driving for the older
students. “I think in order to find
real sustainable solutions to any
issues we need be proactive,
familiar, and really immersed
in our communities. Community
policing relies on the trust of the
community. I think a big piece
of community policing is a shift

from the more historic style of
enforcement to focusing on the
educational side.”
The Jones family –
Matthew, Marlaina and their
three-month-old daughter
Lucia – were originally from
Ontario and had never been
to the Kootenays. “Honestly,
we did the majority of our
research by watching YouTube
videos,” explained Jones. “I
think someone had posted some
really nice drone footage of New
Denver and there were videos of
the area filmed by guys on their
motorcycles.”

by Jan McMurray
The Sandon Museum
has been cleaned up after the
basement was badly flooded
during the May 31 freshet
event. Most of the artifacts and
historical documents were saved,
reports Frank Barnes, Sandon
Historical Society director.
Clean Scene out of Castlegar
did the remediation work over six
weeks in September and October.
“There was about three to
four inches of sediment on the
basement floor, covering an area
of about 1,000 square feet,” says
Tim Fotiou, Clean Scene owner.
The sediment was removed
by hand – shovelled into garbage
containers and disposed of – and

then a truck mount unit was
used to extract the remainder.
Dehumidifiers, dryers and air
movers were used to dry the
place out, and a special dryer was
used for the historical documents.
“The humidity was
originally 89% in the basement
and we were able to bring it
down to 51%. I would be happier
with 40-49%, but the museum is
beside the creek and it’s an old
building, so 51% is satisfactory,”
said Fotiou.
Fotiou says one of their main
objectives was to save the artifacts
and historical documents, and
they were successful.
During the flooding event
on May 31, the mud came in

After living in rainy Prince
Rupert, the family is also
looking forward to living in a
community that has seasons.
“It’s beautiful here. We’re so
excited to get some real seasons
and we’ll put up with the snow.
Next step is to find a boat for
the summer time whether
that’s a couple of kayaks or a
powerboat.”
Jones wants the community
to know that if you see them
out pushing the stroller around
town and walking their little
dog, Barb, the Tahltan bear dog,
“come say hi.”

Cst Matthew Jones (left) is the newest addition to the Slocan Lake
detachment. Cst Terry Smith is on the right.

Sandon Museum basement remediated after freshet flood

through the windows and doors
at the back of the museum when
the berm on Sandon Creek was
destroyed. The museum was
closed all season.
The cost of the Clean Scene
cleaning job was about $30,000
and will be 80% covered by the
provincial Disaster Financial
Assistance program.
At the Sandon Historical
Society AGM on October 25,
the board thanked all those who
donated equipment, material and
time to the work done up at the
museum this season: Klondike
Silver (otherwise known as
the Sandon Mine), YRB, Dan
Pasemko, and Gerald and Abi
Wagner.

Clean Scene was on the job at the Sandon Museum for six weeks this fall, remediating the basement after the May 31 flood.
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West Kootenay photographer publishes 2021 Kootenay Landscapes calendar
by Jan McMurray
Local photographer Jesse
Schpakowski has just published
a 2021 calendar featuring 12
stunning Kootenay landscape
images.
“I hope you enjoy these images
as much as I did capturing them,”

notes Schpakowski on the back
of the calendar. “Photographing
stunning landscapes and wild
animals is my life and passion. I
live for the moments when I can
get out there with my camera in
hand to capture that next magical
shot.”

The images for the calendar
were selected from Schpakowski’s
considerable collection. “I could
have put together a few more
calendars with all the photos I
have,” he said with a chuckle, “but
I narrowed it down to these ones.”
Schpakowski has a line of
greeting cards, as well. He is a
licensed drone operator, does
real estate photography, and is
currently working with the Slocan
Valley Chamber of Commerce
on a series of short videos, each
showcasing a local business.
The calendar, printed at Hall
Printing, is available at many local
stores and through his website at
www.jesseschpakowski.com. His
website is currently being updated
with an online store, more image
galleries, and more information on
his services.
A Canmore native,
Schpakowski recently moved to
the area full-time after visiting
here all his life. He has taken some
courses in photography, has had a
number of mentors, but is largely
self-taught.
“The learning never stops,”
he says. “I live for the days when
I’m out there to unearth and create
another beautiful image or visual
story. These are the moments when

I feel truly alive.”
The calendar is for sale in
New Denver (Raven’s Nest, New
Denver Community Pharmacy,
New Market Foods), Kaslo (Kaslo
Community Pharmacy), Nakusp

Jesse Schpakowski Photography
— Serving the West Kootenays —
• Photography
• Videography
• Licensed Drone Operator
• Calendars and Greeting Cards
www.jesseschpakowski.com

West Kootenay photographer Jesse Schpakowski has just published his 2021 Kootenay
Landscapes calendar.

JV Humphries School in Kaslo now has a tipi
on the grounds. Set up on November 2 with the
help of three School District staff (two of them
Indigenous), it will be used as a learning space for
all students at the school. The aboriginal education
department at School District 8 provided some
funding for the purchase from Mukwa Teepees, an
Indigenous company in West Vancouver.

(Nakusp General Store, Nakusp
PharmaChoice), Nelson (Gaia
Rising, Through the Looking
Glass, Nelson Visitor Centre)
and Castlegar (Columbia River
Pharmacy).

Meet the new owners of Marvin’s
Small Motor Repair, soon to be
named Eagle Small Motor Repair
Nov. 21, 1-5 pm

PHOTO CREDIT: BARBARA CURRY MULCAHY
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Thank you to
all veterans for
your service.
250-353-7409

PHOTO CREDIT: FOREVER NATURAL PHOTOGRAPHY

More than 75 socially distanced people attended the Remembrance Day ceremonies at the cenotaph in Slocan.

David Coutts officiates at the Kaslo Remembrance Day ceremony, with the colour party behind him and Kaslo Legion President Patti Coutts and
Ladies Auxiliary President Barbara Rhyason in front.

Bill Dummett, president of the Edgewood Legion, officiates at the Remembrance Day Ceremony in Edgewood.

Pacific Inland Pole & Piling Co. 2004 Ltd.

And at the going down of the sun
We shall remember them

510 Broadway Nakusp 250-265-3662

Lest we forget

Waterbridge Steel

If ye break faith with
us who die,
We shall not sleep,
though poppies grow
In Flanders fields
John McCrae
Branch #20

REMEMBRANCE DAY

PHOTO CREDIT: KATHY HARTMAN
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Lest we
forget
Remember they gave
their lives and their
futures, so we may
live in peace.
422 Front St, Kaslo, BC • 250-353-2594
Our veterans and loved ones gave
us the gift of freedom. We remember
their sacrifice and service with
sincere gratitude and thanks.

Member of Parliament Richard Cannings lays a wreath at the Remembrance Day Ceremony in New Denver.

Box Lake Lumber
Nakusp • 250-265-4767

Lest we
forget

The Nakusp Remembrance Day ceremonies were a low-key affair this year.

Galena Contractors • Nakusp • 250-265-4100
We will
remember

HUB INTERNATIONAL
INSURANCE
NAKUSP • 250-265-3631

The Village of Silverton

Wars are poor
chisels for carving out
peaceful tomorrows.

– Martin Luther King, Jr.
Rutabaga’s Natural Foods
Main St. New Denver

The Valley
Voice wishes to
recognize the
contribution of
our veterans to
building peace in
the world

250-265-4388

We shall
remember them
Waterbridge Ferries
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As COVID cases bloom,
Interior Health sounds
warning and makes plea
by John Boivin, Local
Journalism Initiative reporter
Officials at Interior Health
are now discouraging nonessential travel and asking
citizens to be vigilant as
COVID-19 cases surge in the
region.
“Due to higher rates of
COVID-19 being detected,
Interior Health is concerned by
the upward trend and frequency
of new clusters in the region,”
says a recent release by the
health authority, which manages
health care in the southeast of
the province.
As of November 16,
Interior Health has had 1,088
cases in total since the start
of the pandemic, with one
person currently in intensive
care. There have been three
confirmed deaths in the health
region.
While the Okanagan and
Kamloops remain the hardesthit areas of the Interior Health
Authority, the new warnings
come as cases also rise in our
immediate area.
In Salmo, the coronavirus
infected a reported 10 people
earlier this month; at least
one individual attended the
community’s Remembrance
Day ceremonies, though there’s
no report yet of community
transmission from any local
events.
“While we cannot provide
specific numbers, we can say
that cases to date appear to be
tied to a small number of recent
gatherings at various locations
in the broader Salmo area,”
says an IH official. “At this
time, there is no evidence of
widespread transmission in the

community and an outbreak has
not been declared.”
All identified active cases of
COVID-19 have been directed
to self-isolate and public health
continues to follow up directly
with all close contacts to offer
guidance and support.
Other Local Health Areas,
which are sub-districts of
Interior Health, have also seen
increases as shown on the latest
maps found on the BC Centre
for Disease Control website.
As of November 16, the Nelson
LHA (which includes the lower
Slocan Valley) was showing
12 cases since the start of the
pandemic, while the Castlegar
and Trail LHAs were reporting
10 each. The Kootenay Lake
LHA, which includes Kaslo and
Area D, has had one case, and
there have been two cases in
the Arrow Lakes LHA, which
includes Nakusp, New Denver,
Silverton, Burton, Fauquier,
Edgewood and Trout Lake.
“This is an important
reminder that COVID-19
is circulating in many areas
of Interior Health, not just
our larger urban centres,”
says IH. “Everyone in the
Kootenay Boundary area in
all communities should remain
vigilant.”
Restrictions are growing
tighter in areas of the province
harder-hit by the virus. However,
Interior Health officials are
calling for the support of
residents “to avoid stringent
measures in the Interior region.”
Residents can keep
their bubble limited to their
household and up to six close
friends, avoid travel and adhere
to physical distancing.
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Celebrate Women’s Entrepreneurship Day with Mentorship
submitted by Kaitlyn McConnell,
Women’s Enterprise Centre
To d a y i s Wo m e n ’s
Entrepreneurship Day, a day that
highlights and celebrates the impact
of women-owned businesses in
communities all around BC.
As we have all learned
during the pandemic, supportive
communities are essential to help
small businesses through recovery
and beyond. So Women’s Enterprise
Centre is putting out a call for
experienced entrepreneurs in the
Kootenays to come together and
support other business owners in
their community as part of our Oneto-One Mentoring program.
A lot of women business
owners, particularly in their first five
years of business, are solopreneurs.

Kaitlyn McConnell, Mentoring
Program manager at Women’s
Enterprise Centre, talks to a lot of
women business owners. “They
tell me all the time, ‘I can only talk
to my friends and family so much
about my business,’” she says.
Studies show that 88% of
entrepreneurs with mentors survive
in business, compared to 50%
for those without a mentor or
champion. Business owners can
use all the support they can get in
their journey.
McConnell says a lot of the
challenges that women business
owners face – like work/life balance,
growing their sales, managing too
much demand, pivoting during
health restrictions – transcend
industries, and the Women’s

A group of Women’s Enterprise Centre mentors.

Enterprise Centre’s mentees
appreciate the different points of

Kaitlyn McConnell is the Mentoring Program
manager at Women’s Enterprise Centre.

view from their mentors.
“This November 19, I invite
experienced business owners –
women and men – to consider
becoming a mentor and giving back
to the small businesses that build
our communities,” says McConnell.
“As a business owner with years of
experience, you could be the right
person to share the insight and

15

experience to help that struggling
entrepreneur come out the other
side.”
If you’d like to become a
mentor with Women’s Enterprise
Centre to help women business
owners in your community, you
can learn more or apply at wec.ca/
BeAMentor and McConnell will get
in touch with you.
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Slocan council, November 9: Springer Creek Campground has another great year
by Barbara Curry Mulcahy
• Mayor Jessica Lunn opened
the meeting by acknowledging the
sudden death of Jerry Simmons.
Simmons was Slocan’s public works
supervisor in the ’80s and ’90s
and a very active volunteer in the
community. “He will be surely
missed,” she said.
• News about the mill site
brought forward from in camera
is detailed in a separate article. A
special meeting was scheduled for
November 19. Details will be posted
around the village.
• Springer Creek Campground
had another exceptional year despite
opening six weeks late and limiting
service to self-contained units from
June 15 to July 15. ‘The two Sandys’
who operate the campground, Sandy
Flynn and Sandy Hetherington,
reported non-stop bookings from
mid-July into September. “Even with
the late opening date, we rocked it,
doing $5,000 over last year,” they
stated in their campground report.
Flynn and Hetherington requested
the Village purchase bear-proof
food storage containers, repaint and
reseal campground washrooms, and
lower the sani-dump sign to make
it more visible. Council agreed
to consider these improvements
during budget discussions for 2021.
Flynn and Hetherington’s contract
as campground operators was
renewed for the 2021 season. The
campground will reopen May1,
2021. The contract includes an extra
100 operator hours as the season is
starting two weeks earlier than it has
in previous years. If the season is
unusually busy, the contract will also
allow for an additional 84 operator
hours.
• The Village will arrange a
meeting early in 2021 with the
RCMP to discuss law enforcement
service in Slocan, especially during
the summer. The Village met with
Policing and Security Branch (PSB)
staff at this year’s UBCM virtual
conference. In October, the executive
director of the PSB wrote a followup letter to the Village and said that
the Slocan RCMP could access a

seasonal policing budget to deal with
issues such as illegal camping. He
also said a “Service Level Agreement
between the RCMP and a local
government is an additional tool
that may be utilized to further clarify
service levels to a community.”
• Councillor Madeleine Perriere
reported that once the nurse
practitioner who will be filling in for
Donna Gibbons starts work, weekly
medical clinic hours at Slocan’s
Wellness Centre will resume.
Perriere said that “the ultimate
goal” is to have the clinic open two
days a week.
• A letter from Kurt Hilger, vice
chair of the Slocan Valley Heritage
Trail Society, expressed appreciation
for the “constructive input” about
the decision to put up netting to
keep swallows from nesting in the
gazebo. Hilger said the project is
on hold while the society consults
further with a provincial wildlife
biologist. At the same time, the
society is looking into the possibility
of erecting a swallow nesting house
near the gazebo.

Increase in fees

Annual fees for water service and
garbage collection will go up next
year. The amended Fees & Charges
bylaw was given three readings.

The Spirit of Slocan’s 6th annual
Christmas Tree Light-Up Celebration
will be restrained due to the pandemic.
As always, Public Works will locate
a tree, cut it down, and erect it at the
Wellness Centre (and remove it in the

New Year). The Village will provide
power to light the tree. The SoS
Committee will decorate it but this
year there will be no party with a visit
from Santa. Instead, letters to Santa
may be dropped off at the post office.
Council agreed to grant the
WEGCSS Food Bank Christmas
Hamper Program a $425 grant from
the RDCK Discretionary Grant Fund
– the same amount that was granted
last year.
Council awarded $500 to the
Slocan Fire Department, suggesting
that they use it for their annual
Christmas party, but allowing them to
use it as appropriate. The firefighters
plan to maintain COVID protocols
at their catered Christmas dinner at
the Legion Hall but council wanted
to allow them leeway in case COVID
restrictions increase. The Village will
also provide each firefighter with an
annual pass to the Fitness Centre.
The Village office will close on
Monday, December 21 and reopen on
Monday January 4. Public works staff
will work until 3:30 pm on Christmas
Eve and then return to work on
Tuesday, December 29. They will
be on call for snow removal and
emergencies. Staff will use vacation
time or leave without pay to cover the
time off. Commercial garbage will

A lively session of public
participation covered many issues:
the stalled affordable housing project,
road closures and reduced access
to provincial parks, the need for a
laundromat, and the desire for the
fitness centre to reopen.
Mayor Lunn said the affordable
housing process has been tabled and
another public hearing would have
to be scheduled in future. In order
to open the fitness centre, Lunn said
there would have to be a manager on
site to ensure COVID protocols are
followed. WE Graham Community
Service Society is accepting youth
proposals until November 30 for
designs celebrating Slocan’s past,
present and future. The artwork will
be on 17 banners to be hung on the
telephone poles on Harold Street.
In 2021, council will continue to
meet on the second Monday of each
month. In 2021, only the October
meeting will move to a Tuesday
because of a statutory holiday, in this
case, Thanksgiving.

“Colonial powers making languages
invisible makes the people invisible,
and subaltern groups making the
dialects invisible also makes people
invisible.” He refers to this as “the
marginalized marginalizing the even
more marginalized.”
Thus, he argues, “Dialect
revitalization is at least as important
as language revitalization.”
Digital counter-mapping, he
says, “allows people in diaspora to
be put back into history.” He says
research has shown that attaching
the original names to the land results
in more reverence for the land in
general, both on the part of settlers
and of the original inhabitants.
It generates more respect for
Indigenous culture in general, he
says, and is tremendously important
for reconciliation. Doing this work

establishes ties between land,
culture, language and dialect, and
in the local context, “It further
establishes both Sinixt autonomy
and dominion over Sinixt territory.”
As one storyteller said, “Our
language, stories, baskets and songs
connect us to our path.”
Much of Giofu’s work centres
on Brilliant (in Sinixt Kp’till’els with
several variations) where there are
many historical references going
back well into the 1800s showing
significant Sinixt habitation. Several
attempts were made to have a
reserve created at Brilliant, but the
government of the day stole the land
out from under the Sinixt and sold or
deeded it to the Doukhobors.
They then created a reserve
at Oatscott on the Lower Arrow
Lake, which was very remote

and was an area of not nearly
so much significance to the
Sinixt. This fact coupled with
the extreme devastation brought
by disease, causing the numbers
to drop to around 100 survivors,
meant the Sinixt had little chance
to resist colonial pressure to scatter
throughout other tribes and/ or move
south of the border and become lost
in the Colville Confederated Tribes.
And then in 1956, the government of
the day declared the Sinixt extinct.
Today, the Sinixt are returning
to claim their birthright. The work
Giofu and others are doing to
reclaim their dialect is just one part
of a multipronged determination to
be recognized as a distinct culture
with as much right to their historical
lands as any other nation has to
theirs.

submitted
Borrowed from Nature is
streaming nationally on CBC Gem
this month.
The 45-minute documentary
features accounts and reflections
from key members of the Japanese
Canadian and gardening community
in western Canada, including Sakaye
Hashimoto and Tsuneko Kokubo
(Koko) from the New Denver area,
while tracing the life of the late
master gardener Roy Tomomichi
Sumi. Sumi played a vital role in the
creation of UBC’s Nitobe Garden
in Vancouver, and the Heiwa Teien
Peace Garden in New Denver, where
he was interned during World War II.
Moving east to Lethbridge,
Alberta, Borrowed from Nature

follows the history of Japanese
Canadians in the prairies, and the
importance of the Nikka Yuko
Japanese Garden, which was created
in 1967 as a symbol of international
friendship.
Shot over the summer of
2020, the project relied heavily
on consultation with Japanese
gardeners and historical experts,
and is narrated by Calgary-based
author, jazz musician and former
national radio host Tim Tamashiro.
The film crew was in New
Denver in July.
“Roy Sumi’s life has many
beautiful lessons – how to continue
in the face of adversity, how to
cultivate a relationship with nature,
and essentially how to think about

what’s really important,” says
director, Guillaume Carlier.
“When we started this project,
we knew that the story could only
exist in collaboration with the
Japanese Canadian community
in Vancouver, New Denver and
Lethbridge, who offered their
perspectives and invested their time
into the documentary. We are excited
to show Canadians what is behind
these gardens, both as works of art
and as living testaments to history.”
Borrowed from Nature was
produced in association with the
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation
with support from Rogers
Documentary Fund, Canadian
Media Fund and Alberta Media
Fund.

Water rates will increase by
4% for both residential and nonresidential service. The increase
will go towards the unexpected
cost of replacing the water plant
membranes and expected costs in
2021 of researching a new source of
water and a new water plant. Rates
for Village single-family homes
will be $502; multi-unit residential
will be $352; non-profit multi-unit
residential units will be $252; and
rates for households outside the
Village boundary will be double the
Village rates. The fee to shut off,
resume or reconnect water service
will also increase – to $40 in the
Village and $80 outside.
Annual residential garbage
collection rates will go up from $125
to $135. Excess garbage tags will go
up from $2.50 to $3 per tag. This
is the first tag increase since 2013.
The increases will cover the higher
tipping fees that the Village expects
to be charged in 2021.

Preparations for the
Christmas holidays

not be picked up on Christmas Day
or New Year’s Day. All other garbage
pickup will remain as scheduled.
Notices to the public will be placed
in the Valley Voice and around the
Village.

Other news

Sinixt Geography: Mapping for Identity
by Moe Lyons
On November 12, the West
Kootenay EcoSociety hosted a
webinar entitled: ‘Learning about
Sinixt Geography.’ If anyone
attended expecting to simply look
at a bunch of maps, they were about
to be greatly surprised. It turns out
cultural geography is about so much
more than cartography.
The webinar was led by Shane
Giofu, a settler researcher for the
T’kikstn Project for Sinixt Dialect
Revitalization. His main research
focuses for the project include
counter-mapping and distinguishing
the unique aspects of the Sinixt
dialect from the Nysyilxcen
language continuum as a whole.
What does this mean? Countermapping is a process whereby the
original names from the original
people are affixed to the landscape
instead of the familiar names
attached since colonialism and
settlers arrived. Giofu sees countermapping and dialect revitalization
as “tools for fighting colonial and
subaltern oppression.”
Subaltern oppression in this
instance refers to attempts by other
First Nations to achieve erasure of
Sinixt existence by denying they
were a separate culture with distinct
practices and clearly different
language structures. There are
overlapping land claims throughout
the West Kootenay; if the Sinixt
are not seen as a distinct culture,
their claims to rights to the land are
threatened and can be more easily
denied.
This is akin to settler culture
attempting to erase the original
languages throughout North
America. As Giofu explains,

Heiwa Teien Peace Garden at Nikkei Centre
in New Denver featured in new CBC documentary
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Progress made on Rosebery to Summit Lake Trail Network this season
by Jan McMurray
Work on the Rosebery to
Summit Lake Trail Network
continued this season. The
Bonanza ATV Bypass Trail is
still expected to be completed
by fall 2021, according to a
spokesperson for Rec Sites
and Trails BC (RSTBC).
Once the ATV trail is finished,
the existing multi-use rail
trail will be designated nonmotorized.

trail is built.
The original plan for the
Summit Lake Ski Area section
of the ATV trail was to use
existing cross-country ski
trails, but “that fell through,”
said Forsythe. The revised
plan will see 3.6 kilometres
of 10-foot-wide, culverted
trail in the upper reaches of
the ski area.
The extension to the
Bonanza Forest Service Road
was scheduled to be built this
year by BC Timber Sales, but
wasn’t, Forsythe said, and
they haven’t heard when that
will happen.
Most of the work on the
ATV Trail this season was done
by volunteers. “Everything

except the machine time has
been given to us in-kind,”
Forsythe said. “The club has
probably put in 400 hours
of brushing this year alone.
Interfor and Woodchuck
Contracting [out of Castlegar]
have been very generous with
culverts. Silverton Transport
built the trails and Jim Hicks
Contracting was the main
contractor for brushing.”
Forsythe thanked Kerry
Lou Gordon, who was
president of the club from
December 2019 until she
stepped down for health
reasons in August 2020. “She
did a phenomenal job for the
short time she was there,” he
said. The club is still looking

for a president.
The ATV club has received
funding from Columbia Basin
Trust, the ATV Club of BC,
and RSTBC for this project.

The highway crossing
on Hwy 6 at Bonanza Road
in Hills was constructed
this year, and the connector
trail from Pete’s Road to
Slide Road was completed.
However, still outstanding is

the section of the trail through
the Summit Lake Ski Area
and the construction of the
Bonanza Forest Service Road
extension.
Art Forsythe, director
on the Slocan Lake ATV
Society board, reports that
the Summit Lake Ski Area
section of trail is “all laid out
and ready to go” but they are
waiting to hear back from
the Nakusp Ski Club about
the amount of liability they
should be carrying on their
insurance policy. Forsythe
says the ATV Club will need
liability insurance for the
one-month trail construction
period only, as RSTBC will
take on the insurance once the

Meanwhile, North Slocan
Lake Trails Society volunteers
were also very busy this year.
They completed a 36-foot
bridge and rerouted the trail
a short way near the gravel
pit in Hills, and installed two
new bridges north of Hunter
Siding. Information kiosks
and gates were put up at the
south end of Summit Lake and
at the Hwy 6 crossing at Ruby
Range Road.
On the Slocan Lake section
of the trail from Rosebery

to Hills, there was major
cleanup of winter deadfall
and blowdown, and ditching
and culvert work to improve
drainage above the marsh
north of the Girl Guide Camp.
“This is just the beginning
of what will be a multi-year
series of improvement projects
on the rail trail,” said Mike
Koolen of the North Slocan
Trails Society. “There are three
more bridges planned for 2021,
and more trail improvements
once the rail trail is designated
non-motorized next October.
We’ll be looking for the
formation of a management
group for the rail trail, and will
hold public info sessions in the
coming year.”

submitted
For many, the Doukhobor
story is a sensational one: arson,
nudity and civil disobedience
once made headlines. But it
isn’t the whole story. In Our
Backs Warmed by the Sun:
Memories of a Doukhobor
Life (Caitlin Press, 2020),
author Vera Maloff, through
the stories of her mother,
Elizabeth, shares her family’s
history, the struggles of living a
pacifist, agrarian life in a world
with opposing values.
“At this time many around
the world are speaking out
against racism and brutality,”
says Maloff. “This story about
my family and my Doukhobor
people is about how they stood
up for justice and peace in
their time through non-violent
actions, despite governmental
and societal retribution.”

The Doukhobors – both the
Sons of Freedom and moderate
sects – led anti-military protests
throughout the early 1900s,
harboured draft dodgers in the
’60s, and stood up for their
beliefs. In response they were
hosed down, arrested, and
jailed. As a child, Elizabeth
and her family were interned
in an abandoned logging camp
while their father served time
in Oakalla Prison for charges
related to a peaceful protest.
Later, Elizabeth and other
children were institutionalized
– one of a series of Canadian
government efforts in
assimilation.
In writing the book,
Maloff says she “gained a
deep respect and empathy for
members of my family and an
understanding of the difficult
road they tread. Their lives and

the lives of us, their children,
grandchildren, and great
grandchildren were molded
by the choices they made.”
Tracing the Doukhobor
movement from Russia, Our
Backs Warmed by the Sun
explores the spiritual influence
of its leaders, providing
integral context to a significant
historical movement that
spanned six decades. Maloff
does not shy away from the
controversial actions of the
Sons of Freedom in the darkest
days of bombings and arson,
or the toll on families and
communities, probing with
a historian’s curiosity and a
daughter’s tenderness.
It was difficult to write
about, admits Maloff. “Sharing
those dark moments was at
times painful for [my mother
and my aunts], especially when

they had been blocking grief
and agony for years. They did
so with dignity, without regret
or blame. I hope I have done
their memories justice.”
The Doukhobors are a
Spiritual Christian religious
group of Russian origin. There
are an estimated 65,000 people
of Doukhobor descent living
in Canada today. Yet, in the
2011 Census, only 2,290
indicated Doukhobor as their
religion. The Doukhobors
faced persecution particularly
for their pacifist objections
to military service and in
February 1898, the Russian
Tsar granted permission to
the Doukhobor group of
conscientious objectors to
leave Russia. Approximately
8,780 Doukhobors emigrated
to Canada from 1899 to 1930.
The original settlement of

submitted
After four years of working
with the Province to address
concerns about ‘rave’ events
on Crown land at the north
end of Slocan Lake, the Slocan
Lake Stewardship Society has
received word that organizers
of any large music event on that
land will now need to apply for
a permit.
In 2016 and 2017, local
residents expressed concern
about the loud rave events
that had taken place on the

lakeshore Crown land near
Shannon Creek on the west
side of Slocan Lake, just south
of Wragge Beach.
The Slocan Lake
Stewardship Society (SLSS)
was concerned about the 150+
campers, sound equipment
and gear ferried across the
lake to be set up in a sensitive
riparian zone, and the resulting
foreshore damage, large
campfires, cut trees, small
sheds built and intense allnight sound and lights, which

would be disturbing to wildlife
and certainly to the nearby
residents. The society applied
for a change of status on this
piece of Crown land and has
just received word that the
application was successful.
This Crown land is now
designated as an ‘Application
Only Area’ for “special events
that involve music.” This means
that organizers must not only
apply for a permit, but also
publicize the event and provide
an opportunity for local residents

to submit their comments. The
comments would be considered
in the decision on whether or not
to grant the permit.
SLSS worked with the Land
Act branch of the Ministry
of Forests, Lands, Natural
Resource Operations and Rural
Development on this application.
Letters of support for the SLSS
application were provided by
all local governments in the
area: Villages of New Denver,
Silverton, Slocan and RDCK
Area H.

Doukhobor colonies took place
in the Northwest Territories
(which would become
Saskatchewan in 1905).
Approximately 5,000 settlers
left Saskatchewan to live in
British Columbia between
1908 and 1911. However, the
Government of Canada did
not uphold their guarantees
to the Doukhobor community
and tensions emerged between
the government and the
Doukhobors as well as within
the community itself.
Vera Maloff was raised
in the Kootenay valley of
British Columbia. Her writing,
including the new memoir,
reflects the influence of her
Doukhobor grandparents,
who were active in the peace
movement. After retiring from
a career in teaching, Vera began
to record family stories passed
down from generations.
“I hope that readers will
develop an understanding of the
diversity of Doukhobor lives

and go beyond the bizarre news
reports that have dominated
Doukhobor topics in the past,”
says Maloff. “I hope they can
understand the passion that
drove my grandfather, to act
on his conscience, even when
sacrificing the best interests of
his family.”
Koozma J. Tarasoff, an
ethnographer, writer, and peace
activist, who knew Peter N.
Maloff, wrote, “Granddaughter
Vera retraces his turbulent
life through manuscripts,
newspapers, and interviews
with family members and
others – giving us a picture of
what it was like for him and his
family and friends to go against
the grain. For those who dare
to actively work for peace and
truth, this is a book for you.”
Our Backs Warmed by the
Sun: Memories of a Doukhobor
Life is available now, published
by Caitlin Press, and includes
never-before-seen photos and
striking archival images.

submitted
On November 24,
representatives from the Healthy
Community Society of the North
Slocan Valley (HCS) will go
before New Denver Village
council to discuss the possibility
of leasing Village land for a
community garden. The society
would like to show council that
there is considerable support
for the project, and is asking all
interested people to sign a sheet
that is available at the Valley
Voice office.

This development follows
months of planning and
negotiation with the Village
office and with private land
owners who agreed to let people
garden on their property near
downtown New Denver. Just
when it appeared everything was
about to fall into place, the Village
office said it couldn’t happen
because the site was zoned
core commercial. However, the
Chief Administrative Officer
suggested the possibility of
leasing some Village land for

the project. This is the proposal
HCS will now be taking before
council.
The plan would be to
turn over soil to see what the
possibilities are, and to get
people to join in with growing
a communal potato crop in the
first year. Later, the area would
be surrounded by fencing and
would have accessible raised
beds available. Eventually,
community members working
together would create a beautiful
community garden, out of which

would spring opportunities for
mentoring such as hand-on
teaching and workshops. In
Nakusp, for example, about
half of the members of the
community garden are
experienced gardeners who just
want to help make it happen.
Community gardens are
springing up everywhere these
days as people become more and
more aware of the need for local
food security. Hopefully New
Denver will join this movement.
Stay tuned to see what develops.

ATV Trail update

Rail Trail update

Local author releases first-hand account of Doukhobor community

Shannon Creek ‘rave’ events now subject to public input

Hopes are high for a community garden in New Denver

Fence posts
• Fencing
• Corral panels
•

Animal feed for
chickens, horses,
pigs, sheep, dogs,
cats & more
Flannel mens &
Ladies shirts starting
at $39.99-$69.99
Mens reflective
safety jackets $99.99

Straw bales

$13.00

Peat Moss - $19.99
Septic tanks & pipe
Plumbing & electrical supplies

We are limiting people to 4 customers in the store at any one time

Fir pellets by the pallet or in 1 tonne bulk bags (no delivery of bulk pellets)

Be winter prepared: snow shovels, safety salt, sandbags, insulation, heat tapes
— Bird food & suet —
Please wear a mask!
Open 10-4 daily, including Sunday

NAKUSP & THE ARROW LAKES
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Nakusp council, November 9: Two more applications for cannabis shops
by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initative reporter
• Nakusp could potentially have
three pot shops in the next few
months. After changing Village
bylaws to allow more than one store
last month, council has received
two applications for cannabis retail
outlets.
But the public hearing on zoning
for the first new shop, at 572 Highway
6 South, raised some concerns.
Nakusp Fire Chief Terry Warren said
the business location was at the crest
of a hill, where driver visibility was
severely limited. He said he knew
first-hand of the danger there: his
brother had been killed at that spot
many years ago. Since that time there
had been numerous other accidents
and near-misses. With traffic pulling
onto and off the highway, “it’s a very
poor place” to have a business, he
told council.
The owner of Nakusp’s current
pot shop, which just opened a few
months ago, also opposed the project.
He said his business was established
when council was supposed to only
allow one retailer, and they should
have a chance to get established
before facing competition. He also

The Hungry Barber

Wednesday – Saturday
10 am – 6 pm
313 Hwy 23, Nakusp
250-265-7258

THIS IS REWIND!

Rewind is looking for a quiet, loving forever home.
This beautiful 8-year old, short-hair, spayed female
has been through a lot and she deserves only the best.
Rewind is a very quiet and shy kitty. She is showing
her loving and caring personality to her foster family
already, but she’s afraid of other cats and dogs right
now. Please call PALS at 250-265-3792 today to see if
your home is right for this very sweet and special kitty.

WEEKLY SPONSOR:

Nakusp
(250) 265-3635 www.selkirkrealty.com

said the highway shop would draw
business away from downtown.
Council tabled the application
until its next meeting, to give the
applicant and Village staff time to
address the issues raised.
The second application for a
cannabis retailer, for 201 Broadway
Street, moved smoothly to the next
stage of its application. Council
gave the preliminary first and second
readings to the zoning change needed.
The public will now get its chance to
weigh in on the matter before council
makes a final decision.
Both applications will come back
before council in December.
• Christmas season won’t be
getting its traditional kick-off this
year in the village. The Christmas
Light Up will go ahead on December
4, but Mayor Tom Zeleznik told
council the parade and street
party have been cancelled due to
COVID-19 concerns.
“There’ll be no big bash this
year,” he said, but hoped merchants
will be able to arrange some special

activities to encourage shopping
downtown.
Street decorating will begin on
November 27, however, and the
public are welcome to come help.
• Concerns about the impact of
automation on people have kiboshed
plans for a high-tech recycling
station in Nakusp. Encorp Pacific
had asked council in October to
allow one of their ‘Express & Go’
machines, a solar-powered, webenabled, automated recycling station
to be placed in Nakusp. Operating
without staff, the company said
the seacan-sized station “supports
a growing need for innovative
recycling infrastructure.”
But council was concerned about
the impact on local community
programs that employ people with
diverse abilities. Arrow and Slocan
Lakes Community Services hires
several people to work at a humanscale recycling depot, and they told
council the robo-recycling station
would hurt the community.
The new system “would not only

take away all these benefits and jobs
from our crew, but also our little
family we have built together since
the launch of the program will feel
like it has been torn apart,” wrote
Christiana Samai, the social venture
coordinator for ASLCS.
Council rejected the Express and
Go application.
• Village staff are hoping
the Regional District of Central
Kootenay’s planning department can
help them get through an avalanche
of development applications.
Staff are swamped with a huge
increase in work, CAO Cheryl
Martens told council, including a
10-lot subdivision development
application – one of four subdivision
applications, compared to none last
year. Martens asked, and council
agreed, to make a formal request
for help from the RDCK. That will
allow the regional government staff
to review their workload and see if
they have the capacity to take on
the Village’s planning. The RDCK
already provides building services

to the village.
• The Village’s Public Art
Committee wants you! Council is
looking for two more people to join
the six-person committee that plans
and reviews public art installations
in town. Kate Tupper and Betty
Fahlman’s appointments to the
board were confirmed at the council
meeting, as were Councillors Susan
DeSandoli and Aidan McLarenCaux’s.
• Rats! Yes, they are in Nakusp.
But CAO Martens says there’s
no need to panic. Council will be
sending a mailer out to all residents
with tips and advice about getting
rid of the pests – and how to prevent
them from becoming an even bigger
problem. The Village may also try
to encourage the establishment of a
‘rat patrol’ like one that was set up in
New Denver, to act as a strike force
against the rodents.
“But it has to be an initiative of
the community,” she told council.
“Council doesn’t have the capacity
to do that.”

by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initative reporter
The owners of a private electricity
generating station are asking Nakusp
Village councillors to support their
drive for more choice for power
customers.
Hal Wright and Vida Turok own
Silversmith Power and Light, a
historic generating station in Sandon.
But while the station has produced
power from water flowing downhill
for more than a century, it faces an
uphill struggle to get that power to
market.
“Supposing the government
ruled that only Toyota owners would
be allowed to use the highways,”
they said in their brief. “This would
certainly trigger a revolt and the
scenario seems farfetched. But, in
reality, our publicly funded electrical
grid (our electrical highway) is used
by BC Hydro to limit the movement
of electricity to itself and its “friends”
in order to restrict who can use it.”
Wright told councillors that the
power BC produces, while “renewable
and clean,” was not “green” energy.
And BC Hydro’s monopoly on
transmission lines has made small,
truly green producers like them
struggle to survive – and many local
ones, like Homestead Hydro on
Seaton Creek, haven’t.
“This local green business is
now dead and because the grid is
monopolistically controlled, they
cannot even send their green electricity
to markets that are wanting it,” Wright
told council.
If council passed a motion
endorsing the idea of using truly
‘green’ electricity, the couple says it
could open enormous possibilities for
the community.
“This area could be a leading
green electricity provider to other
areas that have a shortage, but
ownership of the grid is currently
a problem,” they said in their brief.
“The Nakusp area has similar green
electricity potential as Nelson. Not

only can our area be 100% green,
we could have millions of dollars
more per year in our communities to
pursue our cultural and environmental
dreams.”
They told council Silversmith
P&L could sell Nakusp ‘green’ power
at the same rate BC Hydro charges – if

they were allowed to.
The company’s request – one it’s
brought to other local governments in
the last year – was for council to pass a
motion to “strive to procure and utilize
certified green electricity to power all
municipally owned buildings, pumps
and street lighting as soon as it can be

made available.” They said council
could then write a letter to the BC
Utilities Commission asking it to clear
the roadblocks BC Hydro puts up to
the sale of ‘green’ power.
Council directed staff to draw up
a letter for consideration at the next
meeting.

by Jan McMurray
A mobile home about 10
kilometres west of Edgewood went
up in flames on Friday, October 30.
Unfortunately, the renter was inside
the trailer and didn’t make it out.
Floyd Webber, member of the
Edgewood Fire Department, reports
that the department was called out
at 9 pm, and the trailer was fully
engulfed when they arrived.

“No one knew where the renter
was, so I phoned the police,”
Webber said.
The police attended, found the
body and called the coroner, who
arrived the next day and transported
the body to the hospital in Nelson,
Webber said. The police stayed on
site overnight and until noon the
next day.
“All we could do [the night of

the fire] was to try to save the stuff
that was in the yard – a forklift, a
holiday trailer, a barn and a couple
of boats,” Webber said.
The owner lives nearby, Webber
said, and he came to the site Friday
and Saturday as well.
The department was called back
to the scene on Saturday morning
at 8 am to “cool it down,” Webber
said.

Naksup council urged to support green power generation

Fatal house fire near Edgewood

A mobile home about 10 kilometres west of Edgewood went up in flames on Friday, October 30. One person is dead.
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Kaslo council hears last-minute pitch for Kemball Building grant
by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
Kaslo council opened last week
with a request to support a last-minute
application for funding to renovate the
Kemball Memorial Centre.
Randy Morse, the communications
director for the BC Rural Centre, asked
council for a letter of support for a
nearly $1 million grant application that
was submitted that same day.
“This is a real opportunity for
Kaslo,” Morse told council.
Morse said he had been approached
by a loose-knit group of tenants at the

Village’s Kemball Memorial Centre,
a historic building that proponents are
hoping to turn into a local business and
tech innovation hub.
The group had learned of a
$979,000 grant that was available
through the Province’s Community
Economic Recovery Infrastructure
Program. The fund was developed
to support community economic
resilience and urban and rural economic
development projects in the postCOVID world.
“This will shore up the sagging
infrastructure of the Kemball building,”

says Morse.
But the tenants had a problem.
They weren’t an official group and
couldn’t apply directly for the money.
So they approached Morse at the BC
Rural Centre to act as the place-holder
applicant. But then the BCRC had
its own issue – the Village owns the
building, and would have to approve
of any work being done on its property.
“We took the decision that this
is perhaps a one-of-a-kind piece of
infrastructure funding, and we didn’t
see any sign that anyone else was
going to move on it, so we decided to

go ahead and submitted a proposal,”
he told council.
The proposal is being shepherded
through the process by the ad-hoc
Kemball renters group and BCRC,
and Morse told council if they agree,
the Village has nothing to lose by
agreeing to it.
The money would be used to
upgrade the windows, heating system,
deal with potential environmental
problems – all issues identified in a
consultant’s report on the building done
two years ago.
“All the things necessary to bring

by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
• Fixing the Kemp Creek dam after
last spring’s rains may end up being a
lot more expensive than first expected.
The tender for further repairs on the
Village’s damaged water source has been
cancelled after the only compliant bid
came in nearly twice as high as budgeted.
“Three bid responses were received,”
says Dunlop. “Two were disqualified as
non-compliant. The compliant bid was
double the expected cost at $338,500.”
So far the intake pipe has been
restored, the road to the dam repaired,
debris and hazard trees removed, Dunlop
reported to council. But there’s still plenty
of other work to be done: engineering

and environmental assessments, concrete
work on the dam and spillway repair,
replacement or repair of incidental parts
of the dam – the walkway, crane and
handrails, stairs, etc. – and other work.
Staff and the engineering consultant
recommended to council that “temporary
repairs will be done before winter and
the rest of the work in spring when
waterflows allow.” Crews will ensure the
dam is safe and operational until work
can resume.
About $191,000 of work has been
done to restore the dam (covered by
insurance and Emergency BC grants);
about $250,000 still remains.
• The Kemp Creek dam is not the
only public works project that’s going

up in cost. The Kaslo River Dike project
was originally budgeted at $304,000. In
an update, CAO Dunlop told council
that had now been estimated at more
than $461,000.
The project will see remediation and
riverbank protection work done at six
erosion spots along the lower portion of
the river, as it enters the village.
The project is currently working
through environmental and federal
fisheries permitting processes.
Dunlop says they’re investigating
how the shortfall will be covered – Village
staff will be contacting the funding
agent, the Union of BC Municipalities
Structural Flood Mitigation Program –
to inquire about further support for the

submitted
For most of us, 2020 has been an
unprecedented year of uncertainty,
change, and isolation. From work layoffs
to cancelled family reunions, festivals,
and community events, we have been
forced to change the way we spend
our time and our dollars. COVID-19
and its challenges have highlighted the
importance of reaching out to those in
the community adversely affected and
isolated by the disease, to make a real
and profound difference in their lives.
On December 1, (the first Tuesday of
December after Black Friday), the eighth
annual Giving Tuesday event occurs, a
global movement which celebrates and
encourages acts of giving, on whatever
level that individuals, businesses,
charities, and community groups can

offer. Whether it’s volunteering time,
talent, emotional support, or a donation
to a local charity, Giving Tuesday
provides a platform to turn feelings of
helplessness into acts of empowerment
and connection, and bring about real
change in our communities. This year,
more than ever, we are called upon to
make a difference. You can find more
information on resources and ideas
to contribute to the Giving Tuesday
movement at www.GivingTuesday.ca.
The Community Fund of North
Kootenay Lake Society (CFNKLS)
develops and manages permanent
endowment funds from which annual
grants to local charitable organizations
in the communities of North Kootenay
Lake are given. The fund now has
endowments of over $1.1 million,

allowing annual grants up to $50,000.
To meet the additional community needs
presented by the pandemic, CFNKLS
gave priority to grant applications
addressing the needs of vulnerable
populations, and granted $8,000 from
the Emergency Community Support
Fund (funded by the federal government)
to two local initiatives: North Kootenay
Lake Community Services Society to
hire a seniors outreach coordinator, and
the Victorian Hospital of Kaslo Auxiliary
Society to upgrade the Thrift Store to
meet COVID-19 health standards.
CFNKLS operates under the wing
of the Osprey Community Foundation in
Nelson. If you would like to contribute
to the endowment funds, please visit
https://ospreycommunityfoundation.
ca/donate/

project.
The work should be completed
by next fall, about 18 months behind
schedule.
• The Province is coming to the aid
of municipal governments to help them
weather the economic crisis caused by
COVID-19. Kaslo has been told it will
receive $480,000 in emergency funding
from the Province under the Safe Restart
for Local Governments Program. The
money can be spent on addressing
revenue shortfalls, covering facility reopening and operating costs, emergency
planning, bylaw enforcement and
emergency services, computer and other
tech costs to improve interconnectivity
and virtual communications, and help
for vulnerable people.
• The Chamber of Commerce will
hold the annual Christmas Light Up on
December 5. Council approved requests
for downtown road closures, a bonfire
(COVID permitting) on Village property,
use of Front Street Park for free, and
for the Village to supply garbage and
recycling bins for the event.
• Santa will come a bit early for
Village staff. Council approved granting
each full and part-time Village worker a
$60 Christmas gratuity to thank them for
their work through the year.

submitted
The average Canadian generates 668
kilos of waste per year. How do we go
from that astounding amount to zero? It
is easy to simply feel overwhelmed and
believe that what we do as individuals
or immediate communities will have
no significant impact. Yes, we need
our different levels of government to
understand the depth of the problem and
to implement targets and solutions. It is
also time to ask businesses and industries
to take responsibility for waste produced
by their products and packaging. But,
each of us in our own communities has
a very real part to play. And, it’s time to
get serious about learning about what we
can do. And doing it.
The different levels of government
are stepping up in various ways to
address the problem. As examples, the
federal government plans to ban many
single-use plastics by the end of 2021, the
provincial government has established

its Clean BC targets, and the regional
governments are implementing Recycle
BC practices at our local landfills with
our villages and towns cooperating.
Many businesses and organizations
are looking at their own practices and
making changes.
There are some encouraging actions
already taking place in Kaslo. People
are using their own reusable bags for
shopping. VHKAS is producing and
making available reusable T-shirt bags.
Events like Winter in the Forest have
successfully operated with zero waste
and the Kaslo Jazz Fest is working
towards the same goal. People are
composting their organic waste and
taking time to sort waste for recycling.
The Kaslo Community Garden provides
a composting facility and bans single-use
plastic bags.
This article is the first of a series
of articles by the Waste Reduction
Committee of the Kaslo Climate Action

Team to help individuals and families
understand what the problems are, what
is already being done and what we can
do to be part of the solution. Watch for
articles coming up on specific topics
such as reducing single-use plastics,
alternatives to plastics, composting and
waste audits.
For now, each of us can become
more aware of our own daily practices by
thinking about Refuse - Reduce - Reuse Recycle. Every small change contributes
to a healthier, more sustainable future.

Kaslo council, November 10: Kemp Creek dam project postponed

Building community on Giving Tuesday

On the way to zero waste

the building up to code, and as someone
half-laughingly put it, ‘finally make it
insurable,’” Morse told council. The
building would be a far more valuable
community asset after the renovation
work, he noted.
Morse said the letter of support
would be proof for the funders that the
building’s owner is on-side with the
planned work to be done.
Morse told council that the grant
was exactly what was needed to
further his organization’s other aim,
to make Kaslo the ‘21st-century
communications centre’ for rural BC.
“The Kemball building could
become the physical centre of that
manifestation of one of our greatest
assets,” he says.
Morse said he would drop off a
copy of the application at the Village
hall for staff to review.

Since
Since1986
1986

Lots of new treasures now in-store!
Shop early for your best gift
selection.
Open Monday through Saturday.

250.353.2566

408 Front Street, Kaslo, BC
www.figmentscanada.com

Abbey Manor is an ‘Independent Living Seniors’ Residence’
located in Kaslo on the shores of Kootenay Lake. There
are ten rental units of single occupancy. We are seeking
applications for future residents. If you would like to complete
an application form to have your name added to the current
file please contact Rod Arnold at Box # 1005, Kaslo, B.C.
V0G 1M0 or check our webpage at <kasloabbeymanor15@
gmail.com>. Please note you will need a relative or a friend
to act as a sponsor on the application.

Village of Kaslo
INTENTION TO LEASE
PROPERTY

Advertise in the
Valley Voice.
It pays!!!

It is the intention of the Village of Kaslo to lease a parcel of land
and premises consisting of approximately .147 acres known as
Kaslo Shipyards to the Kaslo Shipyard Company Limited for
a 5 year term beginning 1 November 2020 for an annual cost
of $3,172.70 in the first year and $3,434.24 in the fifth year for
the purpose of operating a shipyard. For further information,
contact the Village office, 413 Fourth Street, Kaslo B.C. at
(250) 353-2311 on regular working days between the hours of
10 am and 3 pm prior to 12 Noon, Friday, 4 December 2020.

valleyvoice@valleyvoice.ca

			Ian Dunlop
			
Chief Administrative Officer

Call 833-501-1700
for details
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

BUDDY’S PIZZA, KASLO: Award
winning, hand-stretched artisan pizza.
250-353-2282.
SLOCAN COMMUNITY LIBRARY
is open Thursdays 1-5 and Sundays 11-3!
We’re happy to see you again, three patrons
at a time. Membership is $10 for a year.
Bring a mask, use our sanitizer. Check out
our catalogue and pictures of new items at
slocanlibrary.ca.
GET OUT THIS WINTER and make
tracks to VALHALLA HILLS NORDIC
SKI TRAILS. Early bird memberships
available before December 1. Zone4.ca,
keyword: “Valhalla” Club membership
includes season pass, one free lesson
before the New Year (adults). In addition,
Jackrabbits, racing programs and discounted
rentals (children and youth). Valhalla Hills
ski trails are located halfway between
New Denver and Nakusp. Off-highway
parking and 8 kms of classic and skategroomed trails from easy to very difficult.
Membership fees and daily passes help
to pay for parking lot ploughing and trail
grooming. Small snow cat being sought,
large donations needed for matching funds

Your ad
could be
here for
only $19.50
+ GST

HOURS
9 AM - 9 PM

with grants applications. hillsnordic@
gmail.com
THE NEW DENVER & AREA
HAMPER SOCIETY from Hills to
Enterprise Creek: Anyone wanting a
Christmas hamper call Sue 358-7787 or
Syl 358-2676 and leave a contact number
by December 10. Donations of food, gifts
and money may be left in boxes and tins in
local stores. Donations may be deposited
in the credit union masterplan # 1646173
or sent to Box 445, New Denver.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

WHAT AN AMAZING
OPPORTUNITY to live your dream and
own your own business. Become the proud
owner of the Valley Voice and a quaint
building on the main street of New Denver.
The newspaper business can provide a
modest living for you and your family,
and wonderful community connections.
If you are so inclined, we would love to
show you the ropes and stay as long or as
little as you need us. We have absolutely
loved our life as newspaper people! Give
us a call at 1-833-501-1700 for a chat, or
email valleyvoice@valleyvoice.ca. Yours,
Dan & Jan.

CLASSIFIED ADS

ARE YOU AN ASPIRING
ENTREPRENEUR? If so, call
Community Futures to learn about the
free Business Plan workshop open to
anyone! And if you’re eligible, you may
also qualify for the Self-Employment
program where you will receive ongoing
business training and coaching and
usually financial support while you
start your business. To learn more call
265-3674 ext. 201 or email Nakusp@
futures.bc.ca.
THINKING OF STARTING, buying
or expanding your own business? If so,
Community Futures offers business
loans, counseling & training; and
delivers the Self Employment program
in the Arrow & Slocan Lakes area. For
more info leave a message at 265-3674
ext. 201 or email Nakusp@futures.
bc.ca.

CARD OF THANKS

WE WISH TO THANK the Veterans
Affairs Canada Commemorative Partnership
Program for their funding assistance to help
support our Remembrance Day ceremony
this year.
-Silverton Community Club

Next Valley Voice
Deadline:
January 11,
H. A. Benson Inc.
Chartered Professional Accountant
Your ad could
2019
be hereOpenfor
only
Thurs - Sun 226-0008 • WWW.RDCK.CA
$11.00 + GST
119 Broadway Street
Box 780
Nakusp, BC V0G 1R0

Phone: 250-265-3370 • Fax: 250-265-3375
Email: dalyce@habenson.ca

WEDNESDAY-SUNDAY

BIG DOG MUSIC

• Guitars and Accessories • Musical
Instruments • Vintage Vinyl Records • New
Vinyl Records • Stereo Equipment - Turntables
NEW HOURS
MON-FRI 8 A.M. - 2 P.M.

421 6th Ave, New Denver
250-307-0163

COMING EVENTS

SLOCAN LAKE ARTS COUNCIL
AGM - November 29 at 2 pm. Slocan
Lake Arts Centre (aka Silverton Gallery)
and ONLINE. Seeking Board Members!
Secretary and Treasurer positions vacant.
Consider joining our team and helping
arts and culture thrive in our community!
Committee members and general members
always welcome! Get your membership
now to vote at the AGM. Details available
on our website - slocanlakeartscouncil.ca
WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE?
Writing About Community with Tom
Wayman. 9 am-12 November 28 & 29 at
the Slocan Lake Arts Centre, Silverton.
$60, pre-registration is required. Limit six
participants to observe physical distancing.
Visit slocanlakeartscouncil.ca for more info.
THE NEW DENVER COMMUNITY
MARKET Society AGM is happening
on Wednesday, November 25th at 5 pm.
This will be a Zoom meeting so please
email beforehand to get your invite ndfridaymarket@gmail.com
THE GOAT MOUNTAIN KIDS
SOCIETY AGM will be held on December
2, 2020 at 6 pm. For health safety reasons,

518 6th Ave • New Denver

250-358-2270 Fax: 250-358-2290
email: shopnewmarket@gmail.com
www.newmarketfoods.ca

Our hours are 7 days a week from 8:00 am to 6:00 pm

Buying/Selling
Gold & Silver
250-353-7844
Bill Lander
REALTOR®
250-551-5652
bill@billlander.ca

Certified by the Province of BC to test drinking water

Gaia Tree Whole Foods

Coldwell Banker Rosling Real Estate

Community Market

• All Organic Produce
• All Organic Grains

Mon-Sat 9-6
Sunday 10-4

AGRICULTURE

Main Street, New Denver
250-358-2178

Advertise in the
Valley Voice.
It pays!!!

Call 1-833-501-1700 for details
valleyvoice@valleyvoice.ca

ACCOUNTING
FOR YOU
Need to manage your GST, PST,
MRDT, Worksafe BC, & Wage
Deduction remittances?
We provide timely processing
of your Payroll, A/Ps, A/Rs, and
Financial Statements

Downtown Winlaw • 250-226-7255

New Fall Hours:
Tuesday – Saturday
11 am - 4 pm
Closed Sunday &
Monday

FREE

DRESSER, JUICER, mattresses and box
springs, dishes, household items (various).
Whatever you need, I may have it. 250-358-

Valley Exchange

Delivery available in the New Denver Silverton area.
For same day delivery call, email or fax by 2:00 pm.

Community Discount Day:
Last Friday of the month

FOR SALE

AFFORDABLE STEEL SHIPPING
CONTAINERS 20 ft. and 40 ft. sizes.
Kootenay Containers Sales & Rentals,
Castlegar. 250-365-3014.
WATKINS PRODUCTS, HAND
CRAFTS – Bertha Williams, #11 – 217
Zacks Rd. 250-265-9080.
HORSE QUALITY HAY for sale. 70-lb
+ square bales. $8/ bale. Call Waterfield
Farms. 250-265-1502.

I show all my listings!
Serving the Slocan Valley for the
16th year.
Offices in Nakusp, Nelson & Kaslo

New Market Foods

– Bulk Ordering –

The Valley Voice November 19, 2020
we welcome anyone to join us by Zoom.
Memberships are $2.00 per person and we
invite everyone to become a member. Please
contact goat.mountain.kids@gmail.com if
you would like to attend the meeting. We
will send you the link. All welcome.
SOCIETY FOR NAKUSP
COMMUNITY EVENTS, Annual
General Meeting (AGM) 2020: Thursday,
November 19, 2020 at 6:30 pm at the
Nakusp Auditorium. COVID-19 safety
precautions will be in place. New members
are welcome. See you there!

Sharie Merrifield
25 years experience
Email: sha01@telus.net
(That is a zero, not an ‘0’)
Tel: (250) 358 - 6806
Support the Valley Voice with a voluntary subscription

Only $5-$50

Send Cheque to: Valley Voice, Box 70
New Denver, BC V0G 1S0

Personal Classifieds start at $8.00
Call 1-833-501-1700 for details
email: valleyvoice@valleyvoice.ca

Support the Valley Voice with
a voluntary subscription

Only $10-$30

November 19, 2020 The Valley Voice

2886 or 250-358-2889. Leave a message
and I’ll get right back to you.

HEALTH

SHADE TREE MASSAGE THERAPY
now welcoming new and returning
clients for therapeutic and relaxation
treatments. Clean, quiet, professional
office located in Winlaw. Mobile available.
Jessica Coonen RMT 250 226-6887
shadetreemassagetherapy@fastmail.com
FREE CLASSES: Yoga with Tyson, CBT
Funded at Slocan Legion. Fridays 9:30-11
am. All ages. Info: call/text 250-551-8505,
www.sacredearthsomatics.com.

HELP WANTED

CAREGIVER WANTED – Part time,
immediately. 67-year-old man in Silverton.
250-358-2756.
LINE COOKS AND SOUS CHEF:
The Kaslo Hotel currently has immediate
openings for line cooks and a sous chef
to join our team. Two years experience
in a high volume, short-order kitchen
environment is preferred. We also have an
opening for a dishwasher. To apply, please
send resume to jobs@kaslohotel.com or
drop it off at the Kaslo Hotel, 430 Front
St., Kaslo.

NOTICES

RHYTHM OF LIFE: You can find
the path to love, wisdom, and spiritual
freedom by singing Hu every day. Singing
Hu helps us align with our own spiritual
Rhythm of Life. http://eckankarblog.org/
sound-of-soul

ARE ALCOHOL OR OTHER DRUGS
a problem in your life? AA, NA and ALANON (family) meetings can help. For
information on AA: in New Denver, 250358-7158; Nakusp, 250-265-4216; Kaslo,
250-353-9617. For NA: New Denver, 250551-4043. For AL-ANON (family): New
Denver, 250-551-6540. Please, if you can’t
get through, try another number.
CARPENTER CREEK LAST
WISHES SOCIETY provides
information on preplanning for death
and advice for alternative funeral
arrangements. Ph: 250-777-1974. www.
carpentercreeklastwishessociety.ca
NELSON & AREA ELDER ABUSE
PREVENTION Resource Centre: 250-3526008 NelsonElderAbusePrevention@gmail.
com/ www.nelsonelderabuseprevention.ca.
Drop-in Wednesdays 12-2 pm, 719 Vernon
Street, Nelson. Nelson and District Seniors
Coordinating Society.
HAVE YOU OR SOMEONE YOU
KNOW been sexually assaulted and want
help? Call the Interior Crisis Line 24/7 at
1-888-353-CARE to discuss your options or
go directly to Arrow Lakes Hospital or your
local emergency room for confidential care.
SILVERTON LAKESHORE INN is
looking for all the things taken from the hotel
as follows: all the archive pictures that were
displayed in hallway, BA sign orange and
blue, grandfather clock, air conditioners in
all the rooms, 5 old yellow hockey jerseys in
frame with broken glass, and numerous other
things. Please return, no questions asked.

CLASSIFIED/COMMUNITY

SILVERTON LAKESHORE INN is
looking for people who have witnessed:
heavy machinery driving on our septic field,
heavy machinery piling snow on our septic
field, slander against the hotel or hotel owner.
Please email buyriteautosales@hotmail.com.

PETS

NO SIT! Not your usual dog training class.
Find the AMAZING in your dog. www.
proudofmydog.ca

SERVICES

BLAZE KING/VALLEY COMFORT Wood,
Electric & Oil specialist: sales, installations,
service inspection & consultations. Duct
cleaning & sanitizing; Ductwork, Chimneys,
Oil tank removals, BC ventilation solutions &
HRV design and installations. K.F. Kootenay
Furnace Ltd. 250-355-0088.
JOURNEYMAN PLUMBER and “B”ticket gasfitter for new construction or
renovation plumbing, water systems/
filtration, septic. 250-777-3588 (Tim);
www.paradisevalleyplumbing.ca or email:
schaferspeare@gmail.com.

WANTED

AUTHOR LUCIA MANN is working on a
book about the mistreatment of Indigenous
peoples in Canada since time immemorial.
She would like to hear personal stories from
victims of the residential school system
about being removed from their families and
taken to residential schools. If your story is
used in the book, your name will be changed
and identity kept confidential if desired. Mail
stories to Box 277, Nakusp, BC V0G 1R0
or email to: authorluciamann@yahoo.com.
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October snow dump nearly set record
by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
Weather forecasters say winter’s
early visit in October was indeed
unusual.
The Southeast Fire Centre’s
weather office has released its
summary of last month’s weather.
And while overall temperatures
and precipitation were more or less
normal, it was punctuated by some
bouts of more extreme weather.
“A series of alternating ridges and
troughs within the prevailing westerly
flow led to a normal month in terms
of the mean monthly temperature,”
says forecaster Jesse Ellis. “The
number of days with measurable
precipitation also fell quite close to
normal: 13 days this year compared
to the average of 12.”
Two daily precipitation records
were broken when active fronts
passed over the region on the 10th
and 16th.
Then, winter came for a short
visit on the 22nd. That’s when a dry
northerly flow pushed colder and
drier air into the area, the forecaster

says. That front saw bitter winter
temperatures for four days, breaking
one daily minimum temperature, on
the 25th, when the mercury hit -8.6°C.
But Ellis says the most notable
event from that front was the early
shot of accumulating snow – 11.4
cm – on the 23rd.
“This snowfall event was quite an
anomaly - not only did it result in 9.5
cm more snow in that one day than the
total monthly average, but it was also
one of the earliest occurrences of a
significant accumulation,” says Ellis.
“Over the last 20 years there have
only been two other snowfall events
exceeding 5 cm (2009 and 2006, with
7.2 cm both times).”
That snow dump came close –
within 1.3 cm – of breaking a daily
October snowfall record of 12.7 cm,
set in 1975.
Even without breaking the record,
it was still impressive, bringing
600% more snow than average for
the month.
At least it melted a few days later,
giving residents of the West Kootenay
a second chance at fall.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

CONSTRUCTION • HOME • GARDEN
MADDEN TIMBER CONSTRUCTION, INC.
HPO Licenced Builder & Red Seal Carpenter
TimberFrame Homes
Stairs, Interior Finishing, Drywall
Concrete and Excavation
Roofing and Siding
Custom Design
Wood and Timber Sales
dave@maddentimber.com

250 265 1807

HALL LUMBER
& BUILDING SUPPLIES
Open Mon, Tues, Wed, Fri & Sat
10 am to 5 pm
PHONE 250-269-0043
Find us at 280 Lower Inonoaklin Rd.
Edgewood, BC

K&A

Eric Waterfield — Septic Planning/Installation

Tim Reilly

Suite 3, 622 Front St
Nelson, BC Vll 4B7
C: (250)551-6584
Licensed Residential Builder & General Contractor
Design • Project Management • Building Services
www.trctimberworks.com

Indoor Garden
Supplies
Castlegar
250-304-2911

1730 Hwy 3, Selkirk Spring Building
dan@canadiangardensupply.com

T: (250) 551-7127
E: joszef@airpost.net

Renovations and
Maintenance Made Easy!

• Basic Renovations & Construction •
• Painting • Landscaping •
Hourly Rate, By Appointment Only
– Slocan Lake communities Only –
muralsbytim@gmail.com

Scarlett’s Electric
47 years serving Ainsworth, Kaslo & north
All electrical work, micro-hydro & solar

Call Don (250)353-2563

Electrical Contracting Ltd
Alex Joseph
250-358-7721

mobile

(250) 551-TIME (8463)

Kent & Arlene Yardcare Services
Housewatch • Free Estimates
358-2508 • 358-7785 • 505-8210
wyofonoff1@yahoo.ca

Crescent Bay
Construction Ltd.
Nakusp, BC • Ph. 250 265-3747 • Fx. 250 265-3431
• Email cresbay@telus.net

Wired by Alex

SOLID
PLAN

Jim Pownall
& Co.

DRAFTING AND DESIGN
S. KING, CET

(250) 358-7922

skingcivil@hotmail.com
4619 Hwy 6, New Denver, BC V0G 1S1

Grow Your Own
Indoor & Outdoor Garden
Supplies, Knowledgeable Staff,
Winter Hours
10 – 5 Mon – Sat Nov – Feb
Closed Sundays & Long Weekends

LOG & TIMBER
FRAME HOMES
Crane Service

New Denver • BC
250-358-2566
jpownall@telus.net
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Tyler Paynton • 250.777.3654 • silverridgeearthsnow@hotmail.com

CONSTRUCTION,
LTD.
FOUNDATIONS • ROOFING • RENOVATIONS
Specializing in Timber Framing
Cell: 250-265-8503 Home: 250-265-2278
• BONDED Journeyman carpenter
• HPO Licenced Builder #42639

www.manciaconstruction.ca

Leaf Cabinetry

Residential & commercial
cabinet work.
Winlaw, BC

250.226.7441

www.leafcabinetry.com

INTERIOR & EXTERIOR

• Power Trowel • Concrete Finishing
• Concrete Stamping and Acid
Staining • Forming • Tile Setting
• Cultured & Natural Stone Installation
CREATIVE MASONRY SOLUTIONS
FOR YOUR HOME AND BUSINESS

River Bardati
250-354-9535
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A big thank you to all SLUGS volunteers
submitted
The Kohan Reflection Garden
benefited from a satisfyingly good
turnout to the Kohan Fall Cleanup
last weekend on November 7 and
8. “We were somewhat concerned
we’d become disconnected from our
faithful and dedicated volunteers by
COVID-19 disruptions to normal
Kohan activities and volunteer
events,” said Barb Yeomans, Slocan
Lake Garden Society board member.
“But all the regular volunteers, and
some new ones, showed up for the
two brisk and sunny days.”
Some folks came beforehand
to set up compost bins or to rake
and clean sections of the garden.
Everyone raked leaves or trimmed
perennials then filled the leaf
composting bins to overflowing.
On Sunday, an enthusiastic crew
installed the holiday lights, which

Lemon Creek
Lodge & Campground
Year-round facility
1-877-970-8090

HAIR

will be illuminating the dark winter
evenings starting December 6.
Despite the fact the SLGS board of
directors decided to not serve a free
lunch this year, it seems the Kohan
Garden volunteers work well on
empty stomachs, albeit with some
good-natured complaints. Next year,
the board of directors promises to
reinstate the usual delicious hot
lunches.
For the next year, the society
is planning a major infrastructure
project, installing a fence around
the service area, where the mulch
and compost bins are stored. Also,
the society is currently developing a
strategic plan for the future economic
sustainability of the garden. This
effort is sponsored by the CBT
Non-Profit Advisors Program and
the Central Kootenay Arts Council
and will be presented to the public

coming events

Your ad
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only $19.50
+ GST

at the SLGS AGM in February 2021.
SLGS extends thanks to the
Village of New Denver for its
contributions to the garden upkeep.
The Village funded the removal

of danger trees and pruning of the
giant weeping willow. The public
works crew also put in a fair bit
of time to maintain and repair the
irrigation system, regularly remove

Julius Chinnock, seen here stringing lights In the Kohan Garden, was the youngest volunteer in the recent work party in the Kohan Garden.

EDUCATION

Bikes, Skis,
Snowshoes
Sales and
Maintenance
• Guesthouse •

Call Shon
250-265-3332

shonsbs@gmail.com

Tuesday

THRU

Friday

– By Appointment –

358-7769

Owner & Journeyman Technician
3804 Pine Rd. Krestova, BC

Alongside Mountainberry

778.454.0180

BOOKS

250-358-7199

303-6th Avenue (Main St.), New Denver
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Hand & Soul
Wellness Centre
202 Lake Avenue, Silverton
CHIROPRACTOR: Dr. Larry Zaleski

Over 30 years experience of Spinal Health Care

Silverton: Mondays & Friday afternoon – Winlaw & Nakusp on
Alternating Wednesdays (plus every 4th Thursday afternoon in Winlaw)

COUNSELLOR: Sue Mistretta, M.A.

19 years experience helping clients working with anxiety,
depression, grief, self esteem, health crisis, life transitions or
simply are feeling stuck or uninspired.

Offices in Silverton & Nelson
Call 250-358-2177 for appointments
Visit www.handandsoul.ca

Support the
Valley Voice
with a voluntary
subscription

Only $5-$50
Send Cheque or Money Order to:
Valley Voice, Box 70,
New Denver, BC V0G 1S0

WE DO OIL CHANGES – We stock oil & filters
for most common vehicles! • NEW TIRE
SALES – Installs, Repairs & Changeovers •
GENERAL MAINTENANCE & REPAIR

STEEL TOE JOE’S
Automotive Repair
Joe Shaw

RECYCLING

AVA’S
Hair Studio

all the pruning refuse and clean up
the woody debris from the spring
freshet flooding of the lawn. Village
support for the Kohan Garden is
much appreciated.
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ADVERTISING
SUPPORT FOR
YOUR SPIRIT

Bi-weekly book study, biweekly services, Tuesday
8 am meditation, monthly
Contemplative in the Kootenays
For information & links, contact
descamp@heartsrest.com
Turner Zion United Church of
Canada is alive and welcomes
you on-line—and in person.
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stjautomotive@gmail.com
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Spicer’s Farm delivery service coming soon
by Jan McMurray
Spicer’s Farm in Nakusp will
soon be delivering fresh vegetables
right to customers’ doors. A new
website where people can place their
orders will be up and running in early
December.
The Farmer Fresh Delivery
website is being developed by sisters
Jeannie Zorn and Michelle Downey.
Zorn works at Spicer’s Farm, and
Downey lives in Campbell River.
“We were born and raised on a
farm in Northern BC,” says Zorn,
“and we understand the hard work
and dedication it takes to farm. We
want to help Janet [Spicer] with this
tool. All she’ll have to do is fill the
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orders and deliver.”
Orders will be due on Mondays,
and deliveries will be made on
Wednesdays to Slocan Valley and
Nelson, Thursdays to Revelstoke,
and Fridays to Nakusp, Burton
and Fauquier. Zorn says Spicer’s
Farm has bought a van, and Zorn’s
daughter Avery will do the deliveries.
People will be able to order
their produce for a week or a month
at a time, and pay with their credit
or debit-credit card on the website.
“The site will provide the tool to take
orders and collect payment,” Zorn
said. “Farmer Fresh Delivery will
provide the bags for delivery, and
we’ll take care of the marketing and

all the customer feedback.”
The Farmer Fresh Delivery
website is set up to expand to service
the whole province. “We’re looking
for farmers throughout BC to service
every town and city,” said Zorn.
Zorn says she and her sister want
to honour Janet’s many years of hard
work by streamlining things for her
through the Farmer Fresh Delivery
website.
Spicer’s Farm was started up
in the 1940s by Janet’s parents,
Chris and Jean. Much of the farm
was lost when the valley was

flooded during the construction of
the Hugh Keenleyside dam under
the Columbia River Treaty. Janet
has rebuilt the farm to close to its
original size.
“Janet is not only an organic
farmer,” Zorn says. “She is a
visionary, an environmental activist
and she truly grows the best carrots
you will ever taste.”
The website will be ready
for orders in early December
at farmerfreshdelivery.ca. Zorn
and Downey can be reached at
farmerfreshdelivery@gmail.com.

NAP ON THE FLY

You’re a tired bird migrating at
night. What to do? Shut down
half your brain and close one eye
(unilateral eye closure) so you can
nap on the fly. Unihemispheric
slow-wave sleep allows for snoozing and rapid response to danger.
At night, the air is more stable (no
thermals) so it’s easier to glide
without much wing flapping.

Sorrento, Age 14

Tori, Age 12
These two cats went missing Monday,
November 2 after 8 pm, 3 km south of
Enterprise Creek. If anyone has seen them
on their properties, on wildlife camera
footage, or elsewhere, please contact:
Cora 778-987- 3652 or
cora.skaien@ gmail.com

Janet Spicer has been farming all her life. Here she is, helping her father many years ago,
pre-Columbia River Treaty.
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Wolverine research study boosted by citizen science
submitted
Wildlife biologist and Selkirk
College ecology instructor Doris
Hausleitner has always had a penchant
for species that are considered something
of an underdog, those without champions
to promote their cause. It’s no wonder
then, that the elusive wolverine captured
her imagination years ago when she was
approached by friend and colleague
Andrea Kortello to start the South
Columbia Mountains Wolverine Project.
“Wolverines intrigue me so much,”
said Hausleitner. “You go to the hardestto-reach places and you’ll see the tracks
of a wolverine bagging peaks and it
looks like it’s doing it for fun. It really
is awe-inspiring the amount of ground
that they can travel in a day and the
amount of terrain that they go over. Every
time I think I know everything about a
wolverine they’re always surprising me
with what they can do.”
Funded by the Columbia Basin
Trust, Fish & Wildlife Compensation
Program, Habitat Conservation Trust
Fund and Yellowstone to Yukon
Conservation Initiative with in-kind
provided by the BC Ministry of Forests,
Lands, Natural Resource Operations and
Rural Development, the South Columbia
Mountains Wolverine Project started out
using non-invasive genetic sampling
of wolverine to estimate abundance
and connectivity, and unmanned aerial
vehicles to determine denning of
wolverine. In recent years, the project
has relied on citizen science observations
collected through the online Wolverine

Watch platform, which has been a wildly
successful partnership.
“And so we’ve combined habitat
modelling and our former work with
genetics with the citizen science
contribution to decide where we’re going
to fly our drone and look specifically
for dens or reproductive areas,” said
Hausleitner. “All of the reproductive
areas that we’ve found – all of them –
have been informed by citizen science.
It’s huge, it’s massive, it’s really a game
changer.”
A species of concern in BC,
wolverine are found at very low density
on the landscape (two per 1,000 sq
km — lower than bears) and cover
vast areas. As a result, data collection is
challenging and in the South Columbia
mountains in particular, there was a large
knowledge gap.
“One thing that our research really
helped to illuminate is that wolverine
are not as abundant as we thought they
would be in our region,” said Hausleitner.
Compounding this concern was
the lack of harvest limits on wolverines
combined with substantial barriers
to wolverine movement such as the
network of roads in the South Columbia
mountains.
“If there’s an area that is heavily
trapped, in a perfect world it would be
okay because the population would
be fed by other wolverines from other
populations but if there are barriers
to dispersal, you could just harvest
until they’re gone and they won’t be
replenished and that’s what we were

worried we would see happening.”
Their team shifted to a ‘drones
and dens’ approach when they realized
their focus had to be on making a
direct conservation impact and that
the reproductive piece was key to
increasing their population. With low
reproductive output to begin with,
wolverine are vulnerable when they den
in mid-February to mid-May at their
reproductive sites, to which they have
fidelity and return every year if they can.
“We thought if we could conserve
just those areas we’ll probably have
an impact on the conservation of the
species,” Hausleitner said, “and so
that’s where the citizen science piece
comes in. If we could get other people
to start seeing, being our eyes on the
landscape, we’ll have a better idea of
what’s happening and we’ll have a better
idea of where wolverine are.”
To engage the public in their
study area, the team joined forces with
Wolverine Watch, started by Mirjam
Barrueto and used by a collaboration
of scientists in BC and Alberta to
collect citizen science observations on
wolverine. Hundreds of sightings are
collected each year with reports coming
from as far as upstate New York, Alaska
and the Yukon, and every single sighting
is mapped and used in research, and the
data is shared with whoever can use it.
“Every time we find a wolverine
den, we take steps. If it’s on Crown
land we apply for conservation status,
if there’s one in the park we’ve worked
with provincial parks to create a wildlife

management zone for it. We take each
one and see if we can do something
tangible. Putting aside one small denning
area at a time, it feels like we’re doing
something.”
Another tangible outcome was a
research article the team helped coauthor that was published in November
2019 suggesting wolverine trapping
wasn’t sustainable in Southern Canada.
In August 2020, the updated 20202022 Hunting & Trapping Regulations
Synopsis for BC was released and
included a ban on wolverine trapping
within the Kootenay and Columbia
regions.
“It’s nice to see that science-based
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management, it’s exciting,” Hausleitner
said.
She admits she had no idea eight
years ago that she would still be skiing
to remote locations trying to find traces
of wolverines, or that the project would
attract the interest of so many people
recreating in the backcountry. She chalks
it up to the wolverine’s elusive appeal.
“I think people like to have a little
mystery and be in awe of something, like
an animal out there being bad ass because
they can. I don’t know if we spend time
doing that enough in our lives.”
Visit the Wolverine Watch
website to learn more: https://www.
wolverinewatch.org/

Wolverines are being studied in the Columbia Basin.

